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1
ETHICS AND ETHICS IN

BUSINl~SS

During the past five or six decades, due to the ever
increasing number of inventions and technological improvements, to the increase in population and its concentration
in large industrial centers, and to the increased demand
for a greater variety of commodities both at home and abroad, American business has grown from a set of comparitively isolated establishments to a vast structure of mutually interdependent commercial and industrial
tions.

organize~

This great inter-locking net-work is dependent for

its very existence upon a multitude of intricate

relation~

ships, the nature of which has involved a process of constant readjustment.

It was natural,

therefore~

as the sys-

tem became more complex, and at ti.mas somewhat skewed, that
questions should be asked concerning the validity of some
of its practices.
Probably the first general question was that of whether
or not businesses should be allowed to unite into large and
powerful combinations for the purpose of monopolizing the
lion's share of the markets.

That they should do so was

the natural result of business efficiency.

Whether the re-

sult was beneficial or detrimental to the general public was
answered by the passage in 1890 of the Sherman .Antir-trust
Law, prohibiting such combinations where they were in restraint of trade.
Other questions have been asked in

increa~Jing

number

2

throughout the years, some being answered with legislation,
some with public sentiment and reaction, and others remain·
---~-.

ing unanswered.

Hecently, the violence of the stock market

crash of October, 1929, and the sever1 ty of the present depression have sharply focused the attention of ·the public on

business me·thods and on the fundamental nature of ·the system ·
i tsel:f'"

or

::Iince many of the critic isms concern the fairness

present practices and. the relationships between business

and the public, a study of ethics in business is timely and
pertinent.

With the growth of

busine~s

education in colle-

giate institutions, their asrmmption of responsibilities in
connection wi tJ:1 the preparation of young people for business
careers, and the expectancy of the public relative to the
ideals as well as the a bili·ties of their graduates, it be ...
comes more and more incurnben t upon colleges and uni w.:rsi ties
to devote attention ·to the soc:t al and ethical implications of
business.

The realization of this responsibility by the

Stockton 3unior College and the scheduling by it of a course
of study in The Social F'unction of Business has impelled the
writer to make this survey and the following preparation for

"a course of study under the above title

6

Just what we mean by ethics in business may well be asked.
lmd behind that the question might flu~tht:~r be asked as to wha·t

we mean by ethics itself •

'J.1he terms are often loosely used

and with a great amount of disagreemEn ·t as to just what they

represent.

.Havint:t, determined the nature of ethics t often

added lack of agreement is noted in connection with applica-

tions to particular fields, both as to what shall properly
be included and as to the criteria .of judgment.

3ome refE}I'""

ence, therefore, to the basic nature of ethics afJ such Heertl3
advisable before undertaking consideration of an application
to the field of "bu.sit'leS£3.

Ethics, as such, is one of the four main branches into

which the study of philosophy is divided, the others being
metaphysics, logic and aesthetics..

'l'hrough the ages men have

pondered, among many other things, fue c.-question of right and

wrong in human Cf:¥nduo·t, ana have flOU.ght to deto:r.tnine

s1~and...

ard.s and fundamental philosophies of thought l'Y which to judge

conduct..

out of the circumstances and methods of life peoul-·

iar to certain times, the men thereof' have woven sets of rules
by which to judge the character of their fellows..

As civil-

ization has changed and new methods and ways of life have developed, modifications and amplifications in ·these ethical
standards have been neoessitat0d..

Thus in ·the simple ways

of ancient life, ·with circumscribed areas and limited types

of human activity, the formulation of fundamental rules of
conduct was less complicated; and. since the field of application was less extensive,

~1ought

turned inward to an intensive

exploration in an abstract way of thenature and implice.tions

of' conduct as such..

Later developments in the religious, so-

cial, :political and economic ways of an expanding civilization
have produced newer philosophies and different bases of evalua-

"'

4
tions~

In their volume on

l~thios,

Dewey and Tufts define ethics

as:
The science that deals with conduct, in so
far as this is considered as right or wrong,
good or bad. A single term :eor conduct so
considered is "moral conduc tn, or the "moral
lifelt.. Another way of stating ·the same thing
is to say that Ethics aims to give a systemat-..
ic account of our judgments about cona.uc t, in
so far as these estimate it from the standpoint
of right or wrong, good or bad.l

The same authors continue with an expansion of their
definition particularly useful as a foundation to the present study:
The terms 'tethicst' and 11 ethica1" are derived
from a Greek word ethos which originally meant
customs, usages. especially those belonging to
some group as distinguished from another, and
later came to mean disposition, character.
They are thus like the Latin word '1 m.oral n, from
mores, or the German sittlich, from Sitten. As
we shall see, it was in customs, ' ethos"~ "mores",
that the moral or ethical began ·to appear. For
customs were not mer ely habitual ways of acting;
they were ways approved by the group or society~
To act contrary to the customs of tb.e group
brought severe disapproval •.•. ., .• 'l'he terms ethical
ana moral as applied to the conduot of today im""
ply of o.ourse a far more complex and advanced
type of li f'e than the old words ne thos 11 and ''mores"»
just as economics deals with a more complex problem than ttthe management of a household", but the
terms have a distinct value if they suggest the
way in which the rooral life had 1 ts beginning.
1

The subject matter of ethics, then, is concerned with
right and wrong conduct, and seeks to determine what is and
what ou{J')lt to be the "approved" conduct.

This postulates

the neoessi ty of a correct line of conduct which places
upon the individual an obligation so to act, if he is to be

___

...__
1 John Dewey and Jo Ho Tufts, Ethics,
1.

5

ethical, or mo:ral.

In other words, ethical action implies a

duty to follow a right con.duc t.

li.S

stated by .Professor L>idg-

wick, 1 t means:

,_,-•

............. what individual human beings
''ought•t- or what it is "right a for them ....
to do, or to seek to realize by voluntary

aotio~.l

While ethics may have originally been concerned primarily With the conduct; of an in eli vi dual, with the develop-

ment in. modern society of mul ti·tudinous groups and organi ...
zations, the purposes of sonte of which often run counter to
the

ptirpo~ es

and wishes of others, standards of ethical

judgment have come ·to be s,pplied to ·their respective purposes and actions..

Jtspecially wherever ·the aims of a group

have come into conflict with the aims of other groups, has

the matter of

l~ightness

peen questioned.

and wrongness of' motive and conduct
'

The field of ethics has thus widened until

now 1 t rnay be said to include all human conduct, whether
primarily between individuals, or between ind.i vi duals and
groups, or between groups and

groups~

When oonsidered in

the latter ligh·t • it is referred to as Social Ji:thics, and

within this broad term. we find other more specific designa•
tiona made for the sake of convenience, such as J:'rofessional
l~thics

when applied to the work of doctors, lawyers, teachers

and engineers.;

In recent year,..s we f'ind the term Business

Ethics coming into use as a result of the inquiries being
made into the operation and practices of cornrnercial and industrial enterprises.

'Nhnt methods may one business man

1 Henry Sidgwick~ ---~~~~~~~~'!'he Methods of Ethics, 1

employ against a competitor?

What rules should gpvern his

relationships with his employees?

What proprieties and what

obligations·should he recognize toward the public?
profit is he entitled to rn.ake?

How much

What loyal. ties and duties

does he owe to the class of business to which he belongs?
These are but indications of the general business areas in

which ethical relationships are in question.

Detailed anal-

ysis of their ramifications will be ·taken up in later pages.
Before ·undertaking to do this, however, let us note the attitude of business leaders and t:t.J.inkers toward the subject ..

,,
IMPORTANCE OF THJJ; SUBJECT

It has been interesting to the writer to listen to the

coxnxnents of various persons on the subject of Ethics in Business.

"There are no ethics in business! n has been the flat

remark of many..

Others have aaid, in effect; wi ·th skepticism,

that they hoped so.rne could be foundo

une prom.inerrt business

man in the E3an :t!'1•ancis eo Bay area, a banker, went so far as

to say that "All business men are crooked; they all have an
ax to grindl"

An instructor in the field of' buiness, when

told Of the latter remark, replied: "All the more

rea~;on

then

why we should think seriously about the subject, and try to
implant in our students a consciousness and knowledge of
ter ethical standards in business. n

bet~

The. t the question is an

important one, and is receiving attention is attested by the
sponsoring of studies in this field by leading universi tles ~
by the establishment of consumer research bureaus,

bY the

voluntary establishment of ·trade codes of ethics, and by the
voluntary submission of trade practice agreements

to

the Fed-

eral Trade Cownission.
One of the first organized steps in this

~irection

was

taken in California tn the year 1904 when Colonel Harris
Weinstock, a prominent merchant of sacramento; established
·t;h(-J Barbara Weinstock Foundation at the University of Cali ...

fornia sponsoring an annual lectureship in oommenwration of
his daughter, to be known as the Barbara Weinstock Lectures
on the Morals of Trade..

It is worth while to quote the state-

ment of Colonel Weinstock in establ:Lshing the Foundation, for

8

the reason the. t it is the statement of a rising business man
who later became eminently suoeess:rul and whose bu.siness is
still continuing on a successful basis, and for the reeso:n
that 1 t sts.i;es so well the attitude of an ethical man in bus ...

iness, belying the statements of some that ·there are no ethical men in business..

Ris Preface to the Lectures follows:

Despite all thatcan still be said against trade
practices, against the busin?ss lies that are told,
the false weights and meaaur es that are used, the
trade frauds to which the public is subjected., we
are nearer a high commercial standard than ever before in the li'VO.rld's history ..
Man's cont'idence in rna n is greato.r than ever
before t the commercial loss through fraud and dishonesty is constantly diminishing and standards are
slowly but surely moving upwal'd. The honest man's
chances fol.' success in business are better than ever
before, and the dishonest man t s chancet; for lasting
commercial success are less than ever before. To
grow rich by failing in business is no longer ragal'ded. as an act of cleverness.. The professional
bankrupt finds it more and more dii'ficul t to get
credit.. He soon discovers that even his cash will
not win for him the a·ttention that his pporer neighbor commands simply by his char Hater., ·
!~.uo.a ti;on ~a.r:l ,?q:g.~~-~]]...~E.C!:f~ serv~Jl§l . i.n.~;F~.!.:?..i~£
commercial standards. As a :rule, ·the high ... toned
business man is enlight;ened, and,. as a rule, the
dishonest, unscrupulous man in l)Usines~> is ignorant ..
Great aid in the direction of raising oomtnerciul
standards may be rendered by the furthe:t' spreading
of knowled_ge e.nd enlightenment.. 1J.1here are st :i.ll
many misguided men in business who imagine that
there can be no success without false weights and
measures, without lies and deceit.. It is the duty.
o1' every man in business, who loves the work in which
he is engagecl, to do whatever he can to correct. this
mistaken notiont and to arouse the same sense of' honor
in the circles of cownerce that, as a rule, is found
in professional life.
In the decades to come men will take as much
pride in being engaged in trade as men always have
taken in being members of a liberal profession.
It seemed to me that a step toward. hastening
such a day might be taken by inviting the best thoughts
of some of' the country's best min.ds on the subject of

tiThe Morals of Trade'' ..

i'Jhat better platform for the expression of such
ideas than that furn:i.shed by the Col+ege o:t' Commerce
of the University of California'? What better way to
spread such thoughts than by means of their d istri but ion in pri.nted form? What better way to train to
higher eo.tnmercial sttm.dards the minds, not only of
the youths who are seeking a university education and
who have in view a businesB ef~reer, but also of the
many already engaged in business who have not had the
benefit of a college training?
It seemed to me that such a step .might set in
motion a oo.tnrtlercially educa·tional force which would
prove far ... reaohlng tn its influence and: most helpful
in raising business character~
Thoughts such ns thesr~ prompted the recent establishing of the lectureship of ntJ.'lle Moral~> of Trade"
:J..n connection wj.th the College ot Co.lllllleroe of' the
Unive:J;'si ty of Oalifornia"
Let the hope be expx• esaed that thi.s i.s but tthe
beginning of a rnovemen·t which may be taken. up by abler
and wealthier men in business and broadened in many
ways. A growing literature on the "Moral~ of' Trade"
representing the best thought of our '!:lest mind~>, is
likely to live and to do splendid service in elevating
comn1erce and in raising its standards.,l
Under this sponEwrahip ra.any lfJading business men and
thinkers in the field of econom:l.c$ have spol<:r:m <loncerning
the ethical awakening in commerce anc1 the need for a ·wider
acceptance o1' such principles.

The first speaker i.n the

series of lectures begint.ling in 1904 was Albert Glla.w,

Ph.D~,

Editor of' the American Heview of Reviews; whose topic was
The Business Career in its Public Relat1ons.,

He was followed

in succeeding years by Jolln Graham Brooks, President of the
National Consumers' League, speaking on The Conflict between
Private Monopoly and Good Citizenship; by Willard Eugene
Hotchkiss, Ph.D., Direo·tor of Business Education at the Uni-
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varsity of Minnesota, with Higher Education and Business
Standards; by Max Radin, Ph.D., Professor o.f Law at the
Universlty of Oali:t?ornia, on the'J subject .of T.he Lawful Pur ...
suit of Gain; by

Henrys~

Dennj.s.on, :P:r.esiden1• of the Denni ...

son Mamlf'ao·turing Com.;:x:m y 1 on

I~'thics nnd

Modern BusinesB;

Edward A,. Filene ~ !ndustrit'lll.esder, wtx1:>se subject wm:i Mo:rals

in Business, and many others of similar dist:l.ngulshed and
competent

st~mdi:.og-.

In the
E'ound~J.tion,

yef:1l'

1929 a foundation similar to the Weinstock

and known as the William

A~

Va:wte:t• .Foundation on

Busineas I&thios, was established at Nqrtlrv.·ester·n University
as a memorial to the late Viilliaru 1'.. Vawter, a trustee of.

the Uni versi t;v ~ who was deeply interested in the development
ot' higher standards in business prs.ctJct:J.

In his lecture ot'

ititroduc ttion to the series of Vawter Lee ture::1 • Ralph E. Ileil.raan~

Ph •.D., Dean of the Behool of' Commerce of Northwest;e:rn

stated:
It rr~y :fairly be said ·tlurt today there e.:re
large numbers .of business men who have become definitely concerned - entirely apart from any question
of legnl compulsion .,. tor the public obligations of
the modern t'ar ... reaoh:bng business enterprise typified
by the large ... scale corporate form of organizationa
Many of them. are keenly aware of the need for the
more clearly formulated standards of conduct, based
upon social co nsequel'lt.}es and appropr1ate to the
present-day economic and business system.l

Dr .. Heilman goes on to say that while there "oan be
no doubt that we have advanced far from the trade mol'als

11
of a generation ago" the fact of the increasing intricacy
of business relationships and the swift tempo of modern

business rna.kes it more and more difficult to perceive
clearly the ultimate outcome of business transactions and
tends to obscure its ethical

clear", he says,

11

problems~

nrt is now becoming

that reoogni tion of this important subject

must not be delayed longer in our colleges and universities."!

"In the dei!elopment of collegiate business
he continues,

~'

ec1uca~ion

thus far,"

one important fac1;or has been overlooked - the

neoeasity for developing a strong sense of social and ethical
obligation in the student prepa:r. ing to enter the bttsiness world~r2
In delivering the opening lecture of the Vawter Series,
Wallace Brett

Donham~

Ph,D•, Dean of the G:raduate School of

.Bus:i.nf;ss Administ:n.\tion a:t;

Harv~rd

Univerf:ii ty, characterized

the field of business e'thics as "one of
areas for human study<) n

th~

n10at signi.ficant

In h:J.s. opin:ton

The research problem. involved is huge; for in
all d:l.Lrections the changing facts o:f.' business must

be a tudied and :re·.. studied, and constant efforts made
to appraise and re-appraise the sootal oo nsequences
of those changing facts, :t'or the task of business
ethics is that of securing at all times suf:fioien t
understanding of the facts so that within the limits
of our capaoi ty we may manage our affairs in ways
whj,ch contribute to sound relations with the oontnunj~ty•
At the best we shall nev·er have fa.ots enough,
but many types ot' practice can be shown to b<3 clearly
bad, and many points of view to be clearly good.
Mistakes are inevi te,ble, but they can be greatly reduced by sound and unbiased research;. TS..~.P.l!£±1~ lt'es_~arc,h.
~l.Q.O,~l..f'~e:s. o.t.~~~...s.l;u:>J.:W1~4f.Ul:t.l:'.ill1J.t.e
..la~.ga.:~,ry:..-~t.e~a~"Jl.o.:i,o'"Anl.~~<ila:UQn
~.b.....llll.airu~JSJL.b.ULt.b..eJt~..Jl~-1U....A-IlQ.tt:i :UQU t2.
l ibid., 22 ..
2 Tbfd .. ? 19

-
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s~~ .its activi~l~s in ;perspective:. Moreover, they are
I'ess affected by the b1as inevitable when immediate
profits are involved.l

Dr. Vandeveer Custis, Associate Professor of Economics
in Northwestern University, in concluding his lecture on
·the Ethical Problem..c:.; of Modern .Advertising given at North-

western on the Vawter Foundation in 1930, summarized the
si tua.tion when he remarked that

l'he foregoing statements of' leaders in the intellectual

1

life of ·the nation are indit'HJ.tive oi' the

gencrf.~l

x·ecogniation

throughout ·the ooun·try of the need for an analysis o:t' the
ethical BteuJ.da:rds prevelent in tlusiness and the development

of a oonsqious prc>gram toward their iin.provemi.:m t.
~:tignifioant

is the fact

th1il'h

.E:epeoially

autho:r:i ttes in collegiate schools

of' business in ou·ts·tartdint; uni Vel,'si ·ties are keenly aware of
the ethical J?l'oblem in bus:i.ness, and are in a position to

influence ·the insel•t1on ;Ln curricula of types of study the
chief emphasis of wh:ich will be to inculcate ethical standards.

and atti tudets and discover the knmllJledge required for th.ei r
appli<'tt~tion

in 'the business world ..

Perhaps of even greater impor tanoo is t;he fao,t the t
promin(!;l:nt business and indus·hrial leaders are voicing in

increasing numbers the neoessi·ty for business to order i t;s
lwallace B. Donham, !llh..i.ca._!..J?r_o~J....~~....9..f, Mog~ )}'il,lB;t:!5'~' 45 o
!~Vandeveer Custis, ,;g;_~hi<H:lt .E.Fo't2.1£ms ~2J~-..~Y2~tising, 26 •
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own house in matters of standards and practices.

'!'he
-I

managing director of the American Management Association,
New York City,

w.

J. Donald, in speaking on the growing in-

fluence of the rising profession of management, gives it as

his opinion that
The most significant background of- the relationships between government and business lies in
·t]1e gradual segregation of· mane~gom.ent from owner ...
ship-, the consequent rise of management as a profession, and ~!1-~ }'eo_ogl}.! t!.~~ b;y: the .. n~VI._Brofessi.on
.2~ ...~.ts_..;re.~;aon.,s...!,biliJi~..,_n.~~. ,J?!lJJL:.£. c.~~

~-!~H~~J~!~ cpn~~nt~rt.~-~~-#~£.Y~_Eubli~.l

In its .meeting of 1928 the National Cham.'ber ot Commerce
had set u.v as one of i ·ts chief responsi b:i.li tie.s

The purging of business or all. those who indulbe in co.rnmercie.l and political corruption, and
through resort ·to unclean and unworthy _practices
bring business into disrepute and shock the sensibili t:Les ot all decen·t oi t1zens .. 2
While wri tt.s.:n codes o;t" oo:ndue ·t are not always lived

up to, it is a highly sign:lf:ican·t :fact v,rhen an organization
or an indtlstry arrives at the point where its llh':lntbers be-

lieve i ·t wo:C'tll while to attempt the set>ting up of ethical
criteria in written :('e>rm..

Without doub't the mos'l:i widely

known set of suoh rules is tha:t of the National Chamber of
Cornme:ree, formula ted in th~J year 1931 and known as ttf>rinc!-

ples of Business Oonduct;n.,

Although it is ref.1dily admitted

that there if? still a wide gap between the state!llent of principlee and

thf~

p:t•actice of theiX' lH'0cepts, tl.1eir stipulation

tn concrete f'orm ts a step forward in the crystallization of

l4
opinion, and is :referred to by Dr .. Donald as having
• o . . . . . . . . . . . . . probably exercised more widespread. influence on business and on the trend of the relations of' gave rnmen t and business than any o·ther
single factor.l

Henry

:::> ..

Dennison has well summarized the signifi-

canoe of the ethical awakening in business when, in oomparing present standards vd th their evolu·tion in the history

of business, he sta·tes:
In thia setting of business histo:qt, it seems
1;o ro.e the codes of the modern business world
have f'.i right to be regarded somewhat seriously.
:mvf~ll iNhere tlley are drawn up 11:i th the tongue
in the cheek, and where as is so often the case,
they are quite inadecrue.tely oba::)!'Ved n:t~i;m~ they
are drawn up, ~chez ,o,a:p.,. .a~ }.east be _oo,n~ider~q,

~Jffr2~:tgp_:~dif-{ts~~~~~s~Wf~-t~~{~al}!
~~h!....!.~!b2..~qj~J?J:.,..9.!L~}ll~~!J!...2.:~~-¥.2~'1.iti.!l." -z~rhe

extent to whlch ·the matter of' .Zlthlcal stD.ndards

Am.ertoan public tc;ch'ty cnn hardly
a.tur~) t3.Ild

b€~

over-estimated.

Liter-

the press contain constant and J.'ltutle:t:•ou:il referfmces

to 'the suh.i set..

*~ ~ •• l..e.rge

One of' ·thG l.e.o.di:ng students in the field

1imd constt:Jntly au@ne:n:ting stre€>. .m.

oi' wri·tten :rules suggests the extent ot' ·the
ethlor.~l movemen ·t in . -1.1l1e.t•iocm
.
trtHle.. I can fi:nd
no hhrto:ric parallel, outside of' the great religious ~evi vals, wi·th which it nau much in common;.
Standurds of ethics have probably cllangecl nlore
extenBl vply th&,n in any oo :r.respontling peri oct in.
histo:r.y .. 3
Vihil~

this aP.PI·aisal m.ay have been atJ. ()Ver-t;;'tntement at
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the ti.m.e it was .t:ne.de, the increasing aecelere tion w i tb.
which the whole field of bqsiness has come under discussion
by the entire world. would no doubt make the s tatemen ·t a

fair one todayo

Especially in the United States where the

attention of our entire people has been focused on the problem. by the enactmen·t of national legislation bearing upon

the very heart of t t • can we say that the population is "business ethics consciousn..
the p:re;:::ent study would

In the light of our tim.es:t then,
S(!lem

to pe

Tbe pr$sent puper does not

poli tico-econom.ic systems

und.ertf~lt:e

r.elativ~~

of the la:n:;or field of ·the

wh~LOll

H vr~lid

one.
a constderation

merits of the ve.rious

are bl!ling 'talked of today,

and soJ31(';v:t' ·r!l1ich e.rH being expe.t'imer.tted with in JBuropean

nat:l.ons.

JTr:1soia.m, Oormnunismt Goc ialtsrn antt Cap:L tali am are

not being compared.

For t;:tw purposes of this paper Cnpi tal-

ism is regarded as an established \Jys·ter\1, as a

e~ame

we are

en.gage<l in playing} w1. thout attemp·ting to decide whether or
not it ls the

a

bt.~at

co:nsidel:'P.~tion

wh(~the:t

of

game.
t!H~

ou:r at-tootio:n. will be

devott.~d

t;o

rules of the gam.c, how ·they evolved,

o:r· not they at(:l being complied with, and wlHrther or

not they should be alteretL

Only as is neo•;;SBary to a better

l.tnde:cs1Hradlng of th:ts narrowe:c f:ltudy will exa.mJ.nation of the
el.emr~n·ts

of Capi ta11s:m as such he me. de.
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THE Ol1IGIN OF BUSINESS
on more than one 1mblio occasion I have heard a prominent northern California educator make the remark lfthat
a school can be no better than the community in which is is
located. n

To anyone wbo has. been engaged in public education

for any length of' time, the general truth of' this statement
end its implications .are apparent.

'The same situation is

applicable with reference to various standards of humrm eon-

duet.

·rhey are direwtly ;influenced by e>.rtcl. ere outgrowths

of the c:i r<.nJmst~;mc~:s in which they ex1s t.

One need only to

read history an.d to travel e.nwng d5.t'ferent

y<~o:ples

Mo:~als

the t:euth of this statel!nant.,
·time aJHl ?lfHl€h

'.t'hey

H!'~

are a :r.ef'lootion of their

tn<ltgenous to

rnore than 'this t ·they are thf,;

X'

to verify

thf~ir

1noal1h

But

csul·t of su1 evolutionary process,

and oen be understood only in the nerspeot1Ye of their historical develop.m.ent

ti

Marriage, family ous-tom.s, religious sanctions,

political :reha tionshi ps - all are the !'esul t of a slow-molding
of the eve:r ... oh:!;mging habits, ides.s and conduct of the people.
,'3tanda:rds of ethtcs in ·business are no exoep·tion to this rule ..
A proper e.pp:recitltion (Jf pre.sent... day sta:nde:rdsJ therefore,

will be bettm:> realized by an inqui:ry in·to the :roots and beginningr3 of some of the bases of eth1ce.:t judgments concerning
busin~"j.s.

In Et•Xamining ·the record we find that there ete certain
major ideas in connec·ucn wi tll ln.:tsiness wnteh seem to have
oecup:f.ed th~l mort) or hH'J~) conth~ucn;u:: t?,ttention of m.ankind.

1"1

These ll,a'Ve been the questi. ons of' Whether CO.flltllerce itself is
justifiable; ·whethe.r. the .m.ak:Lng of a sale is in 1 tself legit ...
imate; what is a fair price; whether the charging of interest
is morally vindicable, and if as a principle it is then what
rate is permissible; the relationships between debtor and

creditor; between ernplo;rer and employee; the problem of de-

In the matter of PI'qduotion and exehangH oi' commodities,

only upon the question of the dist::ribut1on of the retu:tns

from commerce the t ·the modern wo:rlo is i_n disag:retl.Huent o
find,

however~

·that the

:t~aot

We

that ·this has not alway-s been the case, and
of trading itself was eetrly looked upon wt th

considerable disapprobation.

only in the Qreelt~~ ) l

nli.

rnereharl/l.j shall hardly keep

n;a:e is a m~:rctHln t; bel anoe:3 of deceit

are in bts hanu; he loveth 'Go oppress QH

(Ho~aa; l?, 7,) 2

JJ3

ancient life c oncern~.ng the at ti too e of the

trade and oo.romeroe..

ancien·~s

toward

some con tand that there was universal

<H>n!"lemnetion of com.meroe;

o·thers~

that it was condemned by

$ome and approved by others, or at least coitdo:ued.l

In his

splendld little book on the Lawful Pursuit of Gain, Professor
Ra.dj.n of the Un:lversi ty of'
and

reft-)l'S

Ualti~ornia

to oonflic'i;ing authotit:tes

presents ·this situation
On

the subject,.

rl'here

seems ~o be no doubt~ hovmver ~ ttl at. commerce was wid. ely re-

ing oi v:tl:ls:.t:~tion; tt is p:c:•c>bR bly only xud;urf:tl that thi!'l should

sole

oocup~HJ:l.on W1'<H

the

wrestinr.~

of a living i'ro.m nature

through ht\:ntin.g anu f.ish:J.ng, an.d later throu8h the tending of

i:'ol.' vib.ich there weJ:> en· 1rmnedJ.E1 t 0 use-need on the part of the

own persc.mol labor was the only source of producing goods, it
was natural that the pe:r::Jon who. had too .many extra use-goods
to trade should be looked upcm wi tl'l BUapi.aiorl, es:pE;cially if
he deeired in return not other U$e ... goods for his

needs~

but

other kinds of value in the fo ms of' jewels t money or precious

metals.

Beenuse ot' the dif:f'iculty of p.roduQing

ext~a

good.s,

it was a logical i.nf'erenoe that they~:.j,:J,ght have been acquired
~~~·
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by theft, robbery or piracy.

If, as seems likely, barter had

its origin in the exchange of gifts, there is irnpli ci"t; in the
transaction from the beginning an inference of equality of
exchange, and one seeking to make profit out of the exchange
WOUld necessarily pro 'IJ'Ol{e dis trust e
Plundering and piracy were common in the early history
of the Mediterranean.

Whenever, then, a ship entered port

with a cargo to sell, the buyer could not tell whether it
was a lawful product honestly produced, or whether it had
been acquired through the pillaging and sinktng of a ship
less competent to defend

itself~

Cargoes thus gained could,

of course, be sold at a bargain to the buyer and with clear
profit to the seller.

Knowledge of such practice would lead

to di stru.s t and hard bargaining on the part of any to whom
the purchaser of a cargo should seek to unload his warese
As Professor Radin points out:
There was the double opportunity of fraud and
oppression, once when the merchant got his wares and
once when he disposed of them. He might have given
less for them tl1an he should and he might be taking
more for them than he ought.
All this rests upon a notion that there is an
amount which he should have given or taken, and if
we follow this notion to its souroe, we shall discover
that it really excludes trade altogether as a means
of honorably acquirine wealth.o.o••••6•o•
The business of merchandising, therefore, began
with a handicap. In the villages of Pales·t;ine it was
represented by a Canaanite huckster, a man who feared
not God, and by a 8idonian ship in the ports of Hellenic cities, manned by bearded Syrians who scudded away
before on could repent of a bargain.l
No doubt the very suspicion which attached ·to this type
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of trade necessi tat;ed the gradual introduction of honesty
in order to insure a continuous patronage of buyers ..
Out of this situation there came a belief that in any
transaction, either the buyer or the seller gained at the
other's expense, and that whichever one lost on a particular
transaction would try to make it up on the next oneo

liiggling

and bickering were the .means of arriving at a price, and the
ability to drive a hard bargain resulted in the gradual accumulation of wealth by the shrewd or unscrupulous dealero
The literature of the times indicates that a distinction was
made between the merchants proper, who dealt on a large scale,
and the hucksters who trafficked in lesser lots.l

This may

have been due to the fact that those who deal in small quantities are forced thereby to wring from each transaction the
greatest profit in order to el<::e out a livine:. and to the fact
that small sales are often not subject to the same scrutiny
and investigation as the larger ones.

The impression, however,

may be som.etv.hat inaccurate, it is suggested,2 since the reports come down to us through the writings of the nbig business men and their friends" who are likely to interpret and
record the facts in their own favor.

This inference is

probably a valid one, especially in view of the analogous
situation in our own times, ·when we find such men as Richard
Whitney loudly extolling the virtues of big business even at
a time when his own activities were being conducted in a manner
1 ibid.' 6.

z-

!!1S!.·'
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not only in violation of law. but contrary to the better
prac·tioes voluntarily followed by his own trade.

Expediency seems ever to have been a motivating force
in the development of the affairs of men.

The tremendous

increase of commerce during the expansion of the Roman Empire,
and no less that of the Garthaginian, waB a direct outgrowth
of the attempt to assimilate conquered peoples by integration
into the trade fabric.,

Trade multiplied by leaps and bounds

likewise, :tn response to the deslre for new products of conquered lands.

The great network of Roman roads, well policed

against the depredations of robbers, provided the channels
by which the interchange of products was made possible.

On

sea, no less thnn on land, the ascendancy of the Homan frteets
assured the peaceful flow of commerce..

TransportatJon th\l,s

facilitated, specialization in agriculture and in manufacture
resulted.

Roman exports went to the far corners of the then

known world, and in return came the fruits of other lands .1
Rome sought first of all to pro·tect herself from her enemies
by an aggressive policy of beating them before they conquered

her; and second, to satist"y tb,e needs and desires of her citizens by commercial e:xpan si on..

1\nd in this rush of expediency

there was not a great deal of time for moralizing on ·the ethics
of trade.

The success in establishing the Ji}:npire did, however, sow
the seeds for later thought along these lineso

The result of
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the Roman success was to make the patrician merchants richer
~nd

richer while the plebians were exploitedo

These latter

complained am.ong other things, that the nrates of interest
on borrowed money were too high 1 that the herds and flocks of
the patricians ate so much of the public pastures that the
poor man's cows had no

chance~

and that the patricians were

holding as private propex·ty much land that belonged to the
public,.n 1

It is no wonder, thent that when the l!;mpi:re finally

collapsed and a new system gradually emerged in the West, it
was dominated by men who were committed to a theory whj.ch made

of riches in this world something wurse in the next world than
poverty .. 2
With the advent oi' the Crusades, co.m.ruerce which had lain
dormant during the Dark il.t?;£Js, began to revive again.

Travel-

ers returning from the east brought back with ·them articles
and oomnodities which acted as a stimulant to the desires of
the people.

isfied.

Natural wants and created wants crave to be sat-

The necessities of existence m.ust be supplied..

With

the growth of the medieval town, the interchange of commodities
vvas made easier, specialization of production ap1Jeared, mer-

chants united in organizations known as merchant guilds, and
craftsmen or rnanufactv.rers bound ·themselves together into craft
guilds..

'J.lhese associations, respectively, early discovered that

in union there was strength, both in protecting their merchandise

against robbers while in transit and in protecting the integrity
l ibid., 132.
2 Radin, .2£~ c1:_~~·, 9
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of their trade by making individual merchants or craftsmen,
under various devices of penalty, conform to ·the general rules
drawn up by the

guild~

Thus were created what .might be termed

the first voluntary stendards of business practice.

By the

end of the 15th century commerce had come of age; it was now
regarded as reputable and honorable to be a merchant.

"In

rmsiness life, good and honest workmanship and fair dealing

were regarded as Christian duties.
to charge more than the just price..

It was considered wrong
.A craftsman should re-

ceive for his goods only enough to pay him for the cost of
the raw material and to provide a decent wage for himself and
his

helpers~

The use of short weights and measures was con-

dem.ned, and the taking of interest on loans was forbidden
to Christians."l

In considering the earlier attitudes toward commerce and
wealth, it is interesting to note two thinpp: First, there
has been a shaift in condemnation of methods from the huckster
or small buslness rua.n of ancient times, to the big business

man of today; and second 9 the continuance of the belief that
great wealth has not been honestly made..

The small business

man is a member of his community wherein his establishment
is located and where he maintains his home.

He is known to

his neighbors and business associatest and in general the
public has a fairly acourate idea of the manner in which he
conducts his bysiness.

•rhis, coupled wi:lih the great number of

small businesses and the tact that their owners do not usually

1 Op. cit., 317.
-lil!ll

...

~-~
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gain a fortune excessively out of line with the income of the
rank and file of the community, tend to keep the small busi- ·
ness m&L identified with the local personnel.

He is usnally

held as a respected member of his town or city.

On the other hand, the man of big business has enterprises in many places, which he is likely to direct from ·some central headquarters..

JGconom:l.es of mass production have made it.

successively more easy for him to multiply his wealth, and with
increasing wealth he has attained. greater economic power.
While it is true that in many cases, such as that of the Insull
Utilities and others of current notoriety, the wealth ll:as been
amassed by unscrupulous methods, justly deserving of the con...
damnation of the public, nevertheless the fact remains that
there is a widespread distrust of !!EX: fortune of great size,
and the common belief that all great; wealth has been dishonestly gained.

!J.'his ingrained suspic:ion is no doubt a oontin-

uance of the eHrlier t.radi tional dis trust of commerce and
wealth.

It is no doubt also due to herd instinct that distrust
'

'

arises of any members who deviate more than a little from the
herd standard 9 or average; to the tendency to fear those things
which we do not understand, and the majority of the people do
not understand how it is possible to accuruulate wealth (even
with a fair profit, decent labor trea tm.en t and good management) ;
and to the tendency to detest those in positions of power, be ...
cause power means the possibility of influence and control.
Whereas comrnerce as a. rns ans of l:lvelihood began under
somewhat questionable circumstances in m oient times, i·t is

't
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regarded today not only as a reputable and honorable occupa ..
tion engaged in as. a matter of course by

millions~

but the

term business has come to be recognized in many ways as syn ...
onymous with vision, efficiency and

progress~

That this

should be so is not difficult to under stand when it is realized
that self-preservation is one of the basic laws of nature, and
that business has made self-preservation successively more easy
and more secure, having provided mankind \Vith means for the
finest type of living possible"

Further than this, it is

recognized that in building up to the present intricate busi-

ness organism witll its amazlng degree of efficiency that a
tremendous amount of· courage has been needed; tha ·t perseverance, initiative, ability to plan, determination, and other
fine qualities of char·acter as well as of intellect have· been

needed..

Business has among its leaders many who are deserving

of the estaem and respec·t in whioh they are held.

This is not

to say that business is without faults; indeed it has many,
which we shall soon consider ..

Before so doing, however, let

us review, a:::; we have done for commerce in general, some of
the important oonoep·ts in connection with it ..
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FAIR PRICE
In an analysis of business we find that some of its
concepts are fundamental with a long historical development,
such as the idea of buying and selling, which is the essence
of commerce t already traced; the idea of the basis of a sale,
or the price; the idea of money, and the making of a charge

for its use; the sanctity of contracts; and the idea of honesty and truth as distinguished from fraud in the transacting
of business deals.,
modern status and

On the other hand, we find along with the
interpre~ation

of these basic ideas, certain

comparatively modern innovations arising out of the intricacy
and scope of present-day business, such aa stande.rds in advertising, commercial bribery, adulteration, competition,
monopoly control, restraint of trade, and many others to be
considered

on subsequent

pages~

Let us, at this time, examine

the beginnings of the 1'doctrinetr of fair price ..
It is interesting to note that the underlying idea of
equality between persons seams to have been evident from the
beginnings of trade u

~rhis

concept no doubt had its foundation

in the fact that trHde is supposed to have sprung from the exchanging of gifts 2 under which cirourrwtances to have given a

gift inferior to the one to be received would have constituted,
to say the least, a breach of etiquette.

friendships could

not be instituted nor strengthened by an exchange which had
an appearance of being unbalanced.o

It ·was, therefore, natti:tal

that when such. transferences grew into a system of barter, or,
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exchange for need, that the idea of equality should be carried
over.

It is true that a large part of early trade was conduct-

ed with foreigners in which circumstances being able to out-wit
them did not seem

objection~o-:blet

but rather a virtue, taking as

its basis the morality of war where the desidera·tum was to be
the victor o

But in dealing with one's own countrymen, where

one would meet face to face throughout succeeding days with
the person with whom a sale had been

consummcd:;ed~

and be sub-

ject to ridicule and condemnation for any unfair advantage
taken? j_t was log:i.Qal that inequa).ities in

come into prominent no tie e..

b~u·gaining

shouad

.Al thouJ?)l the ancients had. no con...

cept o:r value predicated on long and widespread economic ex-

perience • there was cur :rent the j,dea. ot' the

~tri.ght

p:t.•iee",

probably first stated by Plato in h.is book on the Lawstl and
subsequently referred to in the Uo.man jurists of the second
and thlrd centuries 1 as the jus tum pretium. .. 2

'l'his doctrine

was further elaborated by the medieval Church, and corresponded to what modern economists refer to by ·the name of
"intrinsic value't and reject as unsound.

The justum pretium.

"Was something like an objective fact, independent of the

personal desires of the seller and

buyer~·

and of the accidental

ctreumstanoes of the sale~ n~? The value or a thing was thougnt
to reside in that thing, and the jus·t price was supposed to be

a swn equivalent to that

value~

We are not concerned, however,

so nmoh wtth the basis upon which they determined the just price,
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as the fact that they believed in a just price, thus indicat ...
ing the desire for morality in trade.

rrhis conception was in-

corporated in the law of the later Roman periodt Byzantine,
and provision made that a seller would be protected "whenever
he received less than half the jus tum pretium. nl

'rhe later

English and Anlerican courts have refused to consider 1 t

as

their province to ·try to determine what is a just PI' ice o

So

long as a price is agreed upon by the buyer and seller, the

law has taken the position that in the absence of fraud and
duress, persons competent to eon tract in the eyes of the law
were best fitted to determine what was the proper price in
their own ·transaction..

It is necessary that there 1Je a val-

uable consideration, in order ·to support a contract, but the
courts will not ettemp·t to determine wb,ether the consideration
is adequate, so long as it is. va.luable.,2

There is an exception

to this general rule con talnecl in the Uniform Sales Act, Section 9, sub... divis1on 4, v;here it is stated:

it~1here

the price

is not determined in accordance with the foregoing provisions
the buyer must pay a reasonable price..
Jilt~~

price is a question of

f~wt

each particular <lase e. "5

What is a reasonable

dependent on the circumstances of

It is, then, only in the absence of

a pr1ce having been set by the eon ·tractin'g parties that the
law will intervene to determine what is the fair price..

The

matter is left in the hands of the ind.i vidual parties to a.
sale, which leaves it in the realm of

neea

an~

of ethics.

1 ibid., 31
2 Diiiavou &. Howard, tr,i~c iples of ,B~sin~:e_s .b..~~li 35.
3 Hul·vey, Commerc~J. La~..r, 3l9o
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Tl:le question of price is perhaps the most encompassing
of all phases of economic and bus inesa life.

'l1his i.a an era

of extreme speoializa·t1on, when each man is engaged in the

m.aldng of,' only one product or one part or a product which is
later distributed to a distant consumer whom he neve:.r knows.
At the same ti.nle, each person is a user of a greater number

of varied commodities than has been the oase in any previous
age.

:fhis all means that the standard oi' 11 vine; which we fol-

low :t.s determined by the priOtH.i we have to pay for the things
we use • and when prices rise the standard must be narrowed for

the

l'€H'lson

that a limited incmne doos not reach so far.

Price,

therefore, is the arbiter of our lives, and as such drnws the
attention of all of us to it.
O:ne can not di seuss the problem o:t' price without coming
quickly to grips Wi'th the basic concept at the heart of econornios, naraely that of value.

J:'h1s :.Ls the hub around Which

1

any system of business must rotateG

lts

recognized by economists o:(' other times,
of value having been proposed..

importam~e

\Vi th

has been

varying theories

'l'hat enunoiat•ad by Plato and

Aristotle has already been mentioned, 'the theory tt1at value
is bound up in ·the commodity itself, the theory of intrinsic
value.

•J.1his has long since been shov;n to be unsound.

Another

prominent conception is the. t ·the value of things is determined
by the labor which 1 t 'take to produce 'them.

voiced serious objections.

t'o this may be

'l'he moat widely accepted theory is

that volue is a subjective thing, and is the relative import-
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ance placed upon a thing by a user or prospeo·tive user.l
Value, according to this ·theory, will be set by the user upon
the oom.bina.tion basis of hls desire t'or the eornro.odltyt its

u·tili ty tor him, and ·the soarci ·ty or abundance of suoh com...
modi·tie s.

'l'ransla ted into simpler terms, this means thrat in

a free market - one where artificial regulations are not imposed by higher authority, such as governm.e:nte.l restrictions the value of rnerohandi s ~1 will. be determined by supply and de·m

mand, by the willingness of the holders to sell and the will-

ingness an.d ability of the purchaser-s to buy.

If articles are

scarce and_ t.l:tere are many- demanders, the sellers

~:rill

place a

high value on the articles and ask a high price in comparison,

price being but the market ex_pression of value. 2

In such a

case it is the scarcity factor which is the dominant one.
Conversely, 11' there is an a·bundance of commodi ·ties in relation

to the number of demanders, the value and .Pl'ice will be accordingly lower,

Or, to bring out the central idea in value, which

is the relative importance estimated by the user, we need only
to refer to the days when one could purchase a dish-pan full
of beef liver for ten cents, and much o:t: it was fed ·to oats and
dogs. and then later to the period after the medical announce-

ment of the hlgh blood-.oreating power of liver, when- the :price
rose to :rorty cents e. pound and one had to be on a waiting list
to get an allotment.

There are many ramifications to the deter-

mination of value and i·ts counterpart price, but briefly stated
l Arthur Faubel 9 E!ln.£1pl.e~_2! Economics, 22 ..
2 1bi(i ... 48 ..

the ai'ore-mentioned conditions would maintain in a free and
unbl•idled market.

The operation of the law of supply and

de~

l'lmnd can be so well observed in the case or farm products,
for example, that

~.:t

is unneoessary to develop the theory at

greater length.
When elements of control begin to enter the Ed.·tuat ion;.
however,. we find values becoming distorted and prices un-

naturally placed.

Two general ways of co.nt:t'ol should ·be

examined.;
Shrewd t:t•aders have ever been alert• to ·the fact that a.

larger

aro.oun~t

of' money can be made with a

sm.~J.tller

supply of

goods, especially whore there is an established demand for
the product • than with a mcr.:re :plentiful one.
traders of the fifteenth and s i:icteenth

·the force of' ·this parado:ic•

"The old Du·teh

aentu:d.r~s

knew well

His·tory records tha't when the

spice m:ops of the Dutch East !nd ies

warl~

large, the canny
·,

Dutoh.m.en used to dUI.llJ? part of their cax•goe·r:i OV():t'bOal'd on the

theory that what was left was wol"tll more th.-~n the whol.e orop."l
Years ago the orange grower·s ot Califomica dunrped loads of

oranges into San Francisco Bay, in order to create a:o. e.rtii':l.cial scarcity and thus enhance the pri oe.

In tlle past few

years the coffee growers ot Brazil, have floated barge ... lond
after barge-load ot' eoftee out to

S~&;t,

where it has been

dum.ped to cut down the excess production.,

lr~i bid., 34.

2

Business

Wc;lek, Mar oh 2nd , 1932 •

....~'tf ....~, ........- -..... - ... ~.

(Jot:C'ae was even
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Instead of destroying materials» growers and producers
have e.t othel' times sought to eontroJ. outlets by buying up
t:>,nd hol.ding the bulk of a yeartf.S supply, feeding it out to
t;ha eager demand of the

prices.

Bucb.

!it

publi<~

in a

~3m.all st~eam

at higll

ttr.m:rne:r"t on the potato market was executed

in Stoclcton some years ago by a weal thy Japanese

grower~

ltJoseph • s fatuous cornering ot' the wheat supply of .F;gy:pt,
by means of Vllttich ·the whole population were J:'t:)duced,

tel slavery; i.s ·the classical exarnple o:e monopoly. ttl

·~o

chat-

One of

the outstanding examples or this type of ro ni;rol of value is

th.a i: of the well ... known

regulat~:;d

output of diarnouds ..

Such pta6tioes as oorne:ring tb.e market have usually been
llooked upon with disfe.v-o:r by the consuming public.

In the

light of present-day standards they appear unethical, the
dt;lg:ree of cou.r se- being conditioned by whether or not the

com.modi ties are those thing$ regarded as necessities of life
or merely luxutios.
Under the laissez-:t'aire philosophy of Colonial and 18th
century America, under pioneer conditions with untold resource~

to be developed and had alm.oet for the aslting, and a

firm and unanimous belief in the worlting creed of individual ...
is.m, it was inevitable thtat energetic business men should seek
greater and greater profits through gaining control over in-

creasing

ar~a.s

o:f' production.

rhe final outcome of tllts era,

1

·then, was the trust and the monopoly, the evils of which be-
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e~e

obvious.

High prices were inconsistent with fair prices,

and people who have become accustomed through years of use to
regard a certain group of commodities in the class of essentials resent the boosting of prices thereon beyond the relative
proportions to which they have become habituatedQ

The result

was the trust and monopoly legislation of the late eighties

and nineties, with subsequent reinforcements, ·the public demanding the correction of an inequitable situation which bus-

iness itself had failed to correct voluntarilYt

So much then for one aspect of the situation of v&ue
and price being out of line with the public estimate of what

constitutes a fair price.
price

Let us

look at another version of

dtfferential o
Under the system of lndi vi dualism it has been not only

customary but co.mmanda1hle for men to follow up tho$e oppor ...
tunities which offered the greatest return for their effort

and application.

Until recent years there has been no limita-

tion on the kind of activity one might engage in so long as it
did not contravene fundamental law and moralityo

Whenever men

have been successful in reaping gain, therefore, we have seen
a rush of' others to participate in ·the sa.me kind of enterprisea
This has meant an extra supply of the things demanded, in reference to the size of the demand, the consequent working of' the

law of supply, demand and price resulting in a lowering of the
prices obtained often to the point where the kind of enterprise
was unprofitable for many, which resulted in their being forced
out or their voluntary withdrawal.

Although this has been true
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of all kinds of productive activity, it has been more common

to those which can be entered with small capital and the least
readjustment.

Particularly has it been the case in farming.

Let there be one or two good years in wheat or in peaches, and
what is the result?

Farrne rs switch their crops, putting more

acreage into wheat and planting new orchards.

In a few years,

overproduction and low prices prevail, with some growers dropping out of production and entering other employment.

These

readjustments are always difficult and cause mnsiderable suffering.

Although their plight is usually the result of lack

of individual foresight and ignorance of the working of

omic law, those who are

caug~t

econ~

in the vise complain that they

are the victims of circumstance and cry out for some compensatory relief on the part of the ro dy politic..

When, of course,

this happens on a large scale with a pronounced effect on
large numbers of persons and the likelihood of interruption of
the supply of comn1odi ties, the si tua·tion assumes state-wide and
national importance and some ac·tion is likely to be taken in a
public way.

Thus it was that the ],ederal Government appropri-

ated millions of dollars for a crop relief program during the
last few years in an effort to bolster prices to a point estimated to be fair.
acres

or

We have seen the SJ,)eotacle of thousands of

cotton plants plowed under in order to create the

necessary scarcity in reference to demand to raise the price.
We have witnessed the payment by the Government of $5 .. 00 per

ton to peach growers in the San
fruit to rot on tlle

tree~J,

Jo~quin

Valley to allow their

in order that that portion of the
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crop which went to market might bring a higher price..

We have

given millions o:f' dollars to farmers for allowed their land to
lie idle, instead of producing wheat.

Thousands of hogs .have

been slaughtered in order to make the price of porlc higher.
Implicit in the whole program is the idea of insuring a
fair price to the producer, whatever a fair price may be,
probably to be determined by an average of several year's
priceso

The difficulty will be in remaining ethical toward

the consumer also; he is the one who will have to pay the price o
The cost of table bacon in recent months. after the operation
of the hog... reduction program conducted by the Federal Government, well illustrates thiso 1
Whereas monopolistic control is one method of artificial
price fixing which interferes with the natural operation of

economic laws in a free market, Governmental price fixing is
another method which also interferes, but with a different aim
in view..

There are ethical implica·tions in both instances.

In the former, either outright denial to the consumer or else
exaction of too high prices; in the latter, denial to many, no
doubt, oecamw they can not pay a government-subsidized price,
but probably protection to the majority against excessive priceso
The ethical criterion of what is fair to the greates·t number
of people is the goal to be attained..

stabilization of price

levels can not be attained without a system of keeping supply
and demand in equilibrium, which sys·tern the Governm(:)nt is attempting to inaugurate.

Whether or not the serious surgical

1 Latter part of 1938 and spring of 1939~
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operation of an initial destruction of crops in order to equalize the supply and demand, with consequent denial to many in
the purchasing public, is justifiable is indeed a question o:t
ethics.

Whether the permanent cp ntrol of outlet can be main-

tained remains to be seen; if' it can, and is equitably admin ...
istered, then whatever initial injustice may have been committed
will be outweighed by the more enduring justice.

Yet another form of Governmental control was tried in
the enactment and administration of the National Industrial
Recovery Act of 1933..

Institu·ted primarily as a recovery

measure, its provisions were also largely of a reform nature.
Its imrnediate pu:r.pos e was the fixing of' prices ot: commodities
in the hope of stimulation of trade.

Its ultimate purpose

was, no doubt, the pegging of prices at a reasonable level,
and as such was an attempt to inject an ethical relationship
between producer and consumer.

'J.lhe ccnfusion and agitation

attendant upon the drawing up of industrial codes and their
ratification by a Governmental Board will long be remembered ..
The difficulty in setting proper prices for the multiplicity
of co.m.modi ties was a gigantic task, involving an examina tio:n
of methods and bases for the determination of values.

Perhaps

the program would eventually have been successful t had it not
been decla:t'ed unconstitutional by the oourts.

AJti any rate •

some of its essence has been carried over into subsequent
legislation,. a notable example of which is the Robinson-Patman
Anti-price Discrimination Act of 1936.
This rather lengthy discussion of fair price has been
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undertaken in order to point out the importance of the matter
of an ethical relationship between the buyer and seller.

It is

basic to all the other commercial operations as 1 t is the fundamental act of cormnerce from which all other operations spring.,
It has ever been a rna tter of concern • peoples of other ages

having tried to solve the proble.m by resort to authority ..

As early as the year 285 A. D. the Emperor Diocletie.n
sought to fix the prices of goods and of labor in an attempt

to as ta blish economic order after the ci v11 wars of the third
century.l

In that year he issued an Edict of Prices, in whlch

the .maximum to be charged for any commodity was f1xed .. 2

'£hat

his attempt failed may have been due more to the general disintegrat:i.on of the times rather ·than to its economic and ethical soundness, as his program was characterized by Laotantius

as a desperate attempt to combat a desperate s1tuation.3

It

seems to have been the only attempt to do in ancient times
What was so frequently done in tne Middle Ages,4 where due to
the influence of Christianity and the guild systems the price
at which a commoditY should be sold was pretty well established
as enough to pay the craftsman for the cost of his raw mat;erial
plus a decent wage for himself and his hel}:>ers.,
The question of fair price, then, is seen to run through-·
out the history of comrneroe.
ing today's unrest.
absolute one..

It is the dominant iclea underly-

lt is a relative concept rather than an

Whether or not, instead of allowing the scope

l Hayes, Moon & Wayland, !qyJd Historr, 1?2.
2 Max Radin, The Lawful Pursuit of Gain. 131.
3 ibid.$
4 ibid.

-
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of its relativity to be wide,aa will be the case in unbridled
economics, we shall confine its latitude within ethical bound ...

aries, remains to be seen.
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PRESENT UNETHICAL PRACTICES
We have reviewed some of the practi.ces which have r)een

called into question in previous times.

Let us turn now to

an inventory of present-day practices, the ethicality of
which is critically regarded.
It is important, at the outset, that our problems be
viewed in their proper perspective.

The larger areas should

be outlined with their principal sub-divisions and Within
each of these the specific topics for consideration.

It must

be kept in mind, also, that ethical relationships involve a
duality of interest, so that when inquiring into the rightness
or wrongness of business conduct» we must view activities in
the light of the relationships in which they appear.

Thus, the

outcome of a business transaction rooy have ethical implications
between the business man and ·the public; between him and his
competitors; between him and the larger trade group engaged in
the same kind of business; between him and his employees; between him and his goV'ernmen t.

A transaction which appears

ethic:n.U. so far as a man t s relationship to his competitors is
concernedt may not be ethical when e onsidered i:n the light of
his relationship to the public"

on the other hand, one who

leans too far forward in reducing his prices to the public may
unjustly injure his compe·ti·tors and bring the trade into eventual disrepute.

Group loyalties and group interests are in-

volved, necessitating compromise in order ·to obtain balanceo
In many instances, therefore, the ethical solution will have
to be a composite resultant of the conflicting forces ..
The firs·t and major field of consideration, in an exhaust-
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iva examination of the subject, would be the ethics of our
fundamental economic institutions themselves; the ethical
basis of capitalism, of the competitive system, of private
property, of freedom of contract and the inheritance of prop-

erty.~ As previously stated, it is not the purpose of this
paper to attempt such an ambitious program.

The system· is

taken 1'or granted,. and it is the rules of the system that will
be considered, vv"i th only such reference 1io the basie elements

as are necessary for the proper oriE?ntation of the derivative
pra~tices.,

Out of this major field we may extract certain

categories of practice for our study.

·rhe following outline

is given because it .indicates the extent to which the ethical
problem pervades the business field.2

Only certain of the·

topics listed will be considered, selection being made on the
basis of immediate application to the general public and the 1r
suitability for a.n introductory study of the field.

1.

Prices ..

e. l?:rio e cutting
b. Price fixing

c. Price wars

d. Price policies
210

Profits.
a. How large should profits be?
b. Ethical basis of proti ts,..
c. Regulation of profits.
Conme tit ion.

-

4.

a. Competition, fair end unfair.
b. Regule:tion of competj. tion ~
o. Cutthroat compet:Ltiqn.
d .. Selling below oost.

Co.rt.ltnercial honesty.

1 Ralph E. Heilman, .•E...t,.;;;h....i.c~al-·_s.._"t.-·a_r_ld...,.a.....r...,.d_s_i_n_,.,;,.;B....
u;.,.;,..sg:t.ess, 24.

2 Cf. ibid., 24-26.
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a. Advertising.
1. Misrepresentation
2 .. Puffing.
3 .. Mis1eadin g.
4. Harmful.

b. Selling.

1. Misrepresenta ·tion.
2. Imitations.
5. Misbranding.

4. Adulteration.
5. False weights and measures.

6. False claims for breakage, etc.
7. Maintenance of quality.
8. Substitutions.
5..

Comrneroial bribery.
a .. Influencing purchasing agents and buyers.
b. Bribing employees of competitors to betray
trade secrets and business information.
c. Use of rebates and secret commissions,
conoossions and fee-splitting.
d. Elimination of commercial bribery.

6•

Miscellaneous procedures.
a. Intimidation of retaile~s~
b. Cane ella tion of orders.

7.

Credit.
a .. Oharaoter and moral responsibili ·ty as a
basis for granting credit.
b .. M:t.sstatement s and inoonrplete information
as a basis for securing credit.
o~ Credit reports, their use and abuse by
debtor and creditor.
d,. Oredi t policies when the debtor is in
distress or when a banlt officer has a
personal interest in the debtor ..

8.

Contracts •.
a. The significance of the business contract.
b. Enforcement, evasion, and cancellation.
o10 Implied con tracts.
<L. Arrangements for fair bidding in oompeti ti ve
bidding.
e. Claims arising under con tracts for damages;
shortage or inferior quality.
f. Breaches of contract. ·
g. Contractual honor and obligation.

9o

'rrade Association Codes.
a. Development and adoption of codes of' ethics.
b .. The si gnj.ficance of such codes.
o .. 'flhe group conscience.
d. Developing loyalty and adherence to codes.
e. Ethical soundness of codes.
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10.

Relations of business to government •
. a.- Legitimacy ot lobbying.
b. Methods, public and privatea
c... R$lationship of business men and their
groups to political campaigns.
d. Regulation.

11 •. Corporate management ..
a.. fl'o what extent does the corporate form of
ownership lessen personal responsibility?
b. Ethical relations between direcrliors and
stocrkholders; directors and chief executive
officers.
c. Obligations of salaried corporate managers
to the corporation and their superior
o:t'fic ers •
d. Obligations o:t' directors and executives regarding the use of 1'1nside!! information
and advance information.
d.. JCthi cal problema involved in corp or ate
reports and financit:ll statements.

12.

Fiduciary Relationships.,
a. Obligations of trustees.
1>..
c.,
d..
e.
f.

'l1heir relationship to beneficiaries.

Secret profits, misapplication of funds.
Loan of :f'ur!d s to t:rus tees.
Misuse of confidential information.
'fxanst~ation s in which the ·trua tee has an
interest.

13.

Labor Helations.
a. Obligation of ~'11ployers and of managernent
towal'd employees; and of employees toward
·the employer.
b. Ethics of individual bargair1ing and of
aolleati ve bargaining.
c. 'l.'he ethical basis for f'Welfarett work.
d. Means of reducing antagonisms of the em...
ployer-employee relationship and of pronwting indus trial good ...will.
e. iJ:he relationship of wages, regularity .of
employment. and condj,t.ions of employment
to standards of living, health and social
progress.

14.

'l'rade J,,rbi tration ..

a.

Trade arbitration as a substitute for litigation.

b..

The ethics of' arbitration in trade disputes,
both those arising from contracts and in ih e
absence of contracts.
Obligations under agreement or decisions
arising out of arbitration.

o,
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FAIR. PRICE REOON8lDERED
There is in theoretical. economics what is known as the

Law of Single Pr·ioe.

'J.'he Law states that at any given time

goods of the same kind and quaJ.Lity 'V.d.ll sell at the same
price in the same .m.a:rket.l

While economic laws do not oper-

ate with the same certai.nty as the laws of physics and chemistry, we find that they do operate with considerable regular-

ity.

The t.lhe.nces

~re

Um t the point at which the single price

locates will be d,ete:tmined by supply and demand, although in
present-day economy there are a fYJOd many influencing factors.
Regardless

or

what may he ve been ·the basis of the price setting,

there is a tendency on the pa:r.t of the public to become habit-

uated to a price level after 1 t has continued to exist for soma
t:tm.e, and to regal...d the price as ·the

11

estHblished price'' or as

j'1st nthe prioen t even allowing their idea of the value of the

com.m.odi't;y to be placed by the asking priGa..

People on various

income levels adjust their modes of living to the class and

quality of comrnodi ties over which their income w:t.ll spread,

e.nd settle down into a standard of li.ving on that plane.

In

time they are likely to regard the prices they pay as "fair
pricestr, and any deviation. downvrard they accept; as a break of
luclt, any devJ.ation upward betng

resent~)d ~'As

an injustice..

It

rnay be thet the p:r.lce is much higher than it would really need
to be .in order to pay ·the p:r.·oducer a 1nore than good profit, but

l011.g habi·tuat:lon Ql"'eates acceptance..

rthis evolution of a pr:lce
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which might be

refe~.recl

to as standard comes to be accepted

by the sellers quite as much as by the buyers.

If the Pl':i.. oe is raised for some reason or other, the

consumer may find relief in purcllasing so,me other substitute
commodity

at

for a time.

a lower price; or he may be f'oroed to do without
When, however; the pri oe is lowered, merchants

whose standards of living have been based on the .rate of return from theil' .merchandise become exceedingly perturbed.

No

doubt the inroad on· the merchant• s income is a much greater
percentage than in the case of' the consumer for the reason
that his income is :t'rom one comm.odi ty, or class of commodities,
whereas the consumer merely drops out one of several commodi-

ties.

Anything, therefore, that tends to disturb the aocu.s•

tomed rate is to be

deplored~

It is on this aooount that price-

cutting is oonsldere<l decidedly unethical {lUnong the members o:f

a trade$
E_rioe.:.,outtin§ may be

r~l~aoticed

for several reasons.

One

of the mos.t notable instcnoes waa that of tne chain-stores in
selling certain ;l1;$ms e:t eost, or even below oost, :tn order ·to
entice patrons 'tio the s·tor(i}.

Ha~ing

been Jured there by the

nbaitn items and ,,loss leader an, it was expected they would
purchase their entire requirements while in the stox·e.

The

practice was held to be unethical because it was deceptive and
mnacked ·of false prete:nses, and because it drew customers away

from competitors.

Price-outting often leads to marketing of

inferior qualit;y, and while ·the pu blio may seem ·to get a tempo-
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ra.ry advantage because of lower prices, there is a likelihood
of disadvantage later on this account.

The cutting of prices

by one firm. often leads to price "wars" with a consequent dis-

turbing atmosphere throughout the trnde and loss of public

confidence because of claims and counter-claims.

Milk wars,

gasoline wars and bread w·ars of the pas·t few years are examples of this,.
One of the outcomes of priCE:1-cutt1ng is an attempt on the
part of the majority to fix prices through a

agreernen·t.

11

gentlemen's"

When a lt;ll'ge enough percentage of the merchants

in a particular line subscribe to such an implicit understand-

ing, there is sufficient backing to suppor·t the price level
fixed, even though a few may still continue ·to undercut.

Some-

times a few of the larges·t producers in a. given field can by
such understandings control the price.

The famous G-ary dinners

of some years ago were an excellent and outstanding illustra·tion of this method as oxem.plii'ied in the steel industry.

]'rom

the public '3tandpoint, of' course, the entire fixing is :regarded
as ethical or unethical depending upon whether or not the price

level set is considered about right or too

~gh.

Consideration

of price immediately leads one to the standard by which value is
set.
§e.l..lJ:.n.£j& b~elR_w.~.2.9.!i has been regt::t:r%d as distinctly une·thical.

No one can n:eke a living or stay in business when he

sells his product for less than the expense o:f' making and merchandising it..

The natural conclusion, ·therefore, is that he
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does it for some ulterior motive and expects to make up the
loss by over-charging in othe :r places"

Below cost selling is

now forbidden by law in California by the California Fair Trade

.Act ..
Some progress has been made in. this phase of price deter ...
mination in connection with public utility compr;tnies and transportat;ion companies..

Having by reason of lirai ted natural re-

sources ei ·ther a. complete or partial monopoly with the attendant opportunity o:f over-charging the public, actJ.on by the
people 'through governmental agencies has resulted in the fixing
of prices at levels con·tingE>nt on a i'air profit to the business,
whtch in certain cases has been set at six percent on the in-

vestmentol

Here considerable difficulty has been encountered

in arriving at the capital value of the investment. the companies always striving to show the largest investment possible.
Depending on whether or not economic conditions are in a secular
trend of rising or lowering prices, the original oo st minus depreciation basis or the reproduction basis of evaluation has
been sought.

Recently President Hooaevelt has advocated the

nprudent investment" theory as a basi::J

tor fai.r appraisaL.

Where companies nave an added advantage because of the favored
use of natural resources, or legally granted monopolistic use
through ·the awarding of franchises, the public has a right 'co
participate in adjusting the price.

Until the pu blio nature

of other types of oommodlties is established, pricing policies

1 Hailroads,
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will probably fluctuate between cost of product and servlca

and wna t the people are willing to pay on the basis of' the
relative importance which they attach to the goods ..

PROFI1l3
,.

f',.

Inextricably bound in with tho subject of fair price
ia the element of profits..

'_:.,.

Under the capitalistic system

it has been taken for granted trJ.at a seller haD a :ei@',h.t to
cH:~elt

to malte a

profit~~

In the early stages oi' the develop ...

men t o.f n new country, when each pioneer had o. reosonn bly
(

equal chunoe to acquj.re control of
ed reaouroes at hand

t;

gl~owing.,

quet~tion

of tlle eth ...

With the growth of' population

and the aet1jling; of ·the country, a
thOfH~

portion o:e the unlim.i t ...

·there was not much

ics of the sl.ze of profits..

the part of

!{

que::~t:i.oning

att<i tude on

less favorably situated has been constlmltly

This has been

by the acquiring of infor-

aoct~let'H ted

m.ethods of production ancl ro sts of labor Hnd material a$
pariaor,~,

leads to evaluation and interrogation.

type or

busin,:"~ss

m.ake double tllc; prof'i t

o1~

Com-

Why .should one

another?

Why ahould

the st:une kind of business in one section of ·the country make
larger percentage of p:roti t then in tmother twction?
profi·ts be larger in one year than in another"?

Why should

Inevitably the

f'inal question of' the fJthios of profit-mak:lng is asked..

the actual total costs of production

~Hld

If to

distrHmtion ther{!> is

added the wages o :r manae;emen t for the entrepreneur • why

pro:fi ts necessary o:r. justj. :f'iable?

El.

~~ ra

This is a burnlng question

in the present evalut,tion of' economic syst('.t.tnn ~ but it is not
our purpose to examine 1 t as

BUch~

Some telling blows

havt~

struck at the heart of prof'i t ... te.k1ng, no·table o.rnong which is

been

that Of Henry George!) with the thesis that increased values
in real property are the resul·t of' eo.rmnuni·ty actj.on rather than
private, and that

ther~)fore

any un ...eerned increment should be

retur11ed to the community rather tht:m
as pr1Vf.ite profit.l

t~:~ken

by the individual

nut having t;he profit system with ua, our

chief concHn·n at ·thH moment is the consi-deration of what is fHir
profit0c

Briefly» profi ta rnen11 the surplus of 1noon1e remaining at
the and of a period arter all costs and
into consideration)~

exrJen~H;a

have been

t~ken.

Just why it is necess~u.•y U:> have a final

oludad in the expens(;)l\il, is understood when 1t is e){,plain.ed that
this firHll surplus is the oompansatiO!l. for the rtslt undertaken
in

:runnine_~

tlle business.

If borrowed capital is used, not only

must the interest for its usc be paid, but the principal must

be returned.

There

i1J

the r:t sk ·that the bus:tnesru may failt in

which case the lorm might have to be re ... pai<l through the sale
ot' pel"f:.Wnal property, through YI!Je.r s of working frn:· wages, o:r.

poasibly the dobtor tnight be forced through

b~mk:ruptcy,.

!f

owned cepitnl is used, there is the risk that it may all be

1 Uenr y George» ~~!!. .~ an:!'! 1..~ ;veE :Yz"
2 Surliner

u.. alichter, !,o..g. ~t~~'
.
Ch .. Xt'(Vli.
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be lost through failure, with consequent insecurity for the
future..

Since wages could be earned elsewhere without the

risk incidental to the operation of ame'a own ente;op~·ise, the

wages of management are but the substitute for these.

Profit,

then, is the amount paid for taking the risk of being in business.

The amount of risk involved, varies however, with different types of business, 'being less in those handling staple
commodities as a rule and performing services to which the peo-

ple have become accustomed, and being more in those businesses
whose oommoditie.s are subject to style changes, buying whims
and changing co nditi ens.

In other words, the degree of risk

varies from little in such businesses as staple food products
to a high degree of risk in sporting goods.

The miniature golf

business was attendant with a very hlgh degree of risk because
it was based on a fad.

To say that such businesses should not

have been established is beside the point.

There was an intense

and widesp:read public de.tmnd for the product..

to supply the demand.

However , no

on~

It is legitimate

could .hope to establish

such a business without the hope. of large profits because there ·
was no assurance ·that the craze would continue..

lis

a matter of

:fact it was short-lived, and those who did not make large profits the first year lost money on their investments..

It thus

becomes apparent that what is a fair profit in one industry is
not necessarily a fair profit in mother industry., and the question of fairness of profits then becomes a relative one dependent upon the amount of :risk ..
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Risk is devolved not only from the type of business but
also from the general conditions of the times..

The cyclical

swing from prosperity to depression and back again is a matter
of historical fact..

The nature of business condi tiona at any

particulal' phase of the cycle influences the amount of risk.
In order ·to continue in business in lean years, when :rrofits
are small and often negligible, it is necessary to make a larger share of profits in the prosperous years o

'l'he determination

of what is fair thus becomes a more intricate problem than it
may at first seem..

This point has been widely studied and disq

cussed since the passage of the undistributed profits tax by
Congress, the contention of business being ·that it is necessary
to lay away as reserves for poor years the larger profits made
in better years and thus to equalize the rate of profit over a
period of years..

The contention of the Roosevelt Adminis·tration

on the other hand was that the amount of profit made was too.
large, even granting the necessity for leveling profits over
a

pe~iodo

The ultimate solution of this confusion will depend

upon .more thorough coo; t accounting and publicity given to corporate

recor4s~

Within established industriest however, the enterprisers
learn from experience whatis about the average profit being
made by the members of the

industry~

As in the case of the

public and the selling price previously referred to,l the trade
comes to regard the percentage of profit generally being made
as "the profitn or fair profit.

Attempts on the part of' any

member to sell at prices which will not bring this profit are
1 Page 38.
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frowned upon..

Likewise when the trade raises the price to the

public, it is assumed by the latter that a greater percentage
of profit is being made than is fair.

During the World War

when prices rose to high levels, public disapprobation of those
whom it $uspeoted of making excessive profits was shown by its

application to them. of the word "profiteern.

We see, then, that the fairness of profits is a relative
matter to be judged in the light of circumstances and from
various viewpoints..

What is being done to bring about a si tua-

tion of equitable profits will be reserved. for discussion under the agencies, private and public 1 which are

this phase of the business life,

conc~n·ned

w1 th
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COMPETITION
rtoompeti tion may be, as some have said 11 the sould of

trade..

It also is the mother of many devious devices which

indicate that this soul has much that is fleshy P.Ud earthly
clinging to it.

And further, if it is the soul of trade,

it is a relatively new soul, since in medieval times the
essential characteristic of a merchant was that he possessed

a privilege which strongly savored of monopoly.

Those per-

sons accordingly who see in restric ·tion of competition a
transgression of the immemorial rights of 1\.nglo-Sa:xons will

do well to remember that it is a bare four centuries since
competition was reluctantly accepted as an evil if necessary
incident of the process of trafficking in commodities .. n 1
The institution of free competitive enterprise is, as
is pointed out, a comparatively modern one.

Business men as

a group, however, seem to believe in it so firmly that it is
regarded

a~)

if of ancient heritage..

regard something of an anomaly.

Yet there is in their

Clinging tenanciously to the

idea of the right of freedom to compete; each contender dreams
of how nice it would be to have such a control of his market

that he would no·t need to fear competi tiQn.

•rhe few who have

approached a .realization of this dream have discovered that
they are in a minor 1 ty, and their monopolies have been broken

up by the will of the greater number ..

The majority hold fast
to that doctrine enunciated by Adam Smi th2 in which he stated

1 Ma:x: Radin, The Lawful Pu:r• suit of· Gain , 82.
2 Adam Smith, Wea'fthof Nations,
Ek. IV, Ch .. IX.,
,,.r
"'"I

..,~~::

:1

,...

'P!

111
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that "the obvious and simple system of natural libertyn was to

be attained bY- allowing each to pursue his own inclinations unfettered by others, and that each \\"'OUld be guided as though by

"an invisible hand" toward an outcome favorable to all.

At-

tempts are made on the part of some to gain an advantage over

their competitors through circumvention of the rules, and it
is these that we wish to describe.

This is the term used to describe any !llethod by wh1ch
one competitor seeks to cripple another or to drive him out
of business.

The practice of larger concerns in d<::tlil>erate-

ly selling at cost

pl~iees

and even below cost is perhaps ·the

chief manifes·tation of this type of unfair eo1upeti tion.

It

is of·ten used by new organ-izations in the field in· t1tder to
attract customers.,

'l'he fact that thin sort o:t: tactics is

possible only to those with big resoul'cas, makes the added
stigma of the stronger picking on the wealter all the more
onerous.

'l'h.e large corporation with strong financial reserves

can ruin a rival in this way, and unless ao·tual dishonesty;
intimidation, molestation or fraud can be proved, the victim

has no chance for redress in the courtso

rl'here is a famous

case in whicn a banker in Minnesota entertained a grievance
against a local barber, and equipped and financed an opposition barber shop which he maintained at a. loss long enour,h
·to ruin the object of his ill-will.l

;rhere is also the case
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in which an oil company in Io'ltva, which had been in almost ex ..
c1us1 ve control of a large district, found that a retailer in
·that district had purcl1.ased oil elsewhere than 1 ts proper

souroeo

It thereupon opened a rival retail establishment Which

undersold the other and destroyed 1t. 1

rn

each of th~se oases

the courts found evidence of· outrigh·t .malevolence, and awarded .
damages.

•rhe courts, nowevert have been reluctant to entertain

euch oases· un.less

and ma:r,.y

similar ins·tances must. be left to the realm of ethical control ..

Q.:i!he!.

u~;e~JJ.t.i9.~·

Other exam:ples of unfair competition a:re:
1..

Hiring people to spy on a. competitor's business., so

as to procure data concerning production, sales, and methods.
2.

lUring people to spread dissention among a competi-

tor's employees, or to induce a strike.
3.

Hiring people to make false staten1ents and spread

gossip or .make bogus demonstrations about a competitor's goods.
in order to (tam.age his and their reputation.

'I he advertisement
1

of Lucky Strike cigarettes to ".Reach for a :t..uoky instead of a

sweet" had a disparaging effect on the candy industry, and was
finally stopped by the latter through 1 ts appeal to the b'ederal
Trade Commission.

4 ..

Selling a competitor's goods at a lower price or below

coo: t in order to diseredi t the quality of the goods and the

fairness of the price of the competitoro
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5.

Intimidating a competitor's customers or agents., to

make them cease handling the competitor 9 s goods..

This takes

various forms • including the making of exclusive contracts with
dealers, granting them certain goods which are so strongly established in the market that the dealer cnnnot do without them 1

on condi t:ton that he refuse to handle the goods of others.l
"At one time the Am.eriea.n Tobacco Company, having some brands

which every dealer rnu:;;t have, offered dealers ten percent dis ...

count from .rz;tail p:ttices if they would ag:r•ee uot ·iio handle the

gooQ.s of competitors end two and a half pex·cent if they handled
all goods on equal terms.

It was claimed that a dealer could

make no profit on two and a. half percent discount, so that the
arrangement was in the nature of coercion rat;he:r than an induoe-

ment."2

nThe National Cash Register-Company kept a '1norguet of

the machines of defunct competitors and used :tt to intimidate

any who might contemplate entering tlle trade..
their

:rivals~

by the

rivals~

rr'hey also secured

.m.acb,ines and sold them themselves, to prevent sales
or made machines to resemble those of competitors,

arid followed most of the known methods of focusing competition
on the particular customers to whom their rivals were trying to

s-ell, ustng espionage to gain the necessary information or tal<:ing competitorfl' employees into their pay.

Independents in some

businesses have mysteriously failecl to secure oredi t., a 3

s.

Inducing a competitor's customers to break their con-

tracts or cancel their orders, by subsequent offering of more
1 John M,. Clark, Social Control of Business, 154.
2 ibid., 437 ..
3

!bid.'

438 ..

6'7

attractive termso

7..

\.

Bringing fraudulent or poorly founded suits for the

alleged infringement o-r patent :right$ t and other types of malicious prosecution, designed to influence the good-will of the

buying public ..
Price discriminations 'between customers to g:lve ·&hem.

So

some added ad vantage.

The annual reports. of the Federal Trade

Oom.miss;ion contain numerous examples of this sort of unethical
and now illegal competition.

One of these ro:ported in 193'7 is

that ot\ : 1
Chalk and crayon manufacturers.. Fourteen lead ...
ing manufacturers of chalk, wax crayons, water
colors, tempera colors and other seh,ool s.upplies

were charged with maintaining and enforcing fixed
prices with :resul·tant enhancement of prices for
school supplies.
Ano-th~:r

typical example from the same report is that of:

Automobile parts and accessories associations,.
Five trade associations composed of manufacturers
and d:tstributors of automobile parts and accessories were charged with for.m.ing a combination to

eontrol the market in; and to fix and maintain the
resale prices of, such products throughout the
. United States.. Utlder the agreements, ·the complaint charged, .m.an.ufacturer members f:tx:ed uni ...
form and substantially identical prices for their
products to jobbers 11 as well as uniform and substantially identical resale prices at which jobbers should re-sell such products. The com.plei n t
aileged that the assoniation and its members fu~
theretl the conspiracy and combination by attempt-

ing to monopolize in the hands of the jobbers the
of automobile partsi accessories and
shop equipment ..
dist~ibution

Two complaints against large yeast distributors offer

a good illustration of the evil, the ethical
concerning freedom of eompeti tion being

im:plic~tions

ap~parent:

1 Federal Trade Corurnission, ~tma1.]:!9_.Eort, -~~ 45.
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·Two complaints alleged that certain large yeast
distributor.s, .maintaining similar disoour.tt
sohedules, were unlawfully discriminating in
price between different purchasers and that the
effect was substantially to lessen or to injure,
destroy or prevent competition in the manufacture, sale and distribution of bread and allied
products in which yeast is used. It is also
alleged that the discrimination in priqes had a

tendency to create a monopoly in :favored custom...
ers of the corporations.
9..

False disparagement of competitors' products, as

illustrated by the following case:l

Loft, Inc .. , Long Island City, N~ Y-. .lllanufacturer e.nd distributor of candy and confection
products was directed to stop representing that
glucose f whether. in comm.ercial or in a:ny other
form, as now produced and used or contained in
candy products, was impurE,~, harmful to b.ea.lth,
unwholesome, dangerous, or unsafe. The respond ....
ent was also prohibited from represeri. ting that
candy products made with or containing glucose

wer$ impure, harmful to health, l,lnwholesom.e,

dangerous and unsafe, and inferior in quality
to and leas pure than the candy products of the
respondent.. The order also prohibits the repres-

entation that Loft candies are madE:J without,
do not in tact, con taln gluoose.

or

The story is told of two rival producers of canned

One of them canned a species of salmon with a

salmon.

distinct red color to th.e meat, and

on his cans ne played

up the fact that the r:i,oh pink colo:r indicated high food

value.

The other canner,

wh~se

species of fish was of a

whiter tint responded with a ).abel which proclaimed that

nour sa.lmon will not turn pink in the can .. "

A$ Hal ph starr

Butler, Vice ... Pra.stdent of General l!'oods Corpore,tion, stated

in 1930: 2
If I make a brand of corn flo.kes for which I
1 1biQ.. , 61.
2 Vawtet Lectures, Northwestern University, 1930,
Problems of Modern J~dvertising, 49 ..
-

UUI

!lf!.!9f-ll:..
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can honestly urge the desirable virtu,e of
exceptional crispness, I might convey the idea
by saying, rrnoes not get .m.ushy in milk or cream.. If
But if 1 did that, the in:t'erence would be inev...
ita ble, and I might just as wel.l franlt.ly charge
lack of crispness in a competing product. If,
on the. other hand, I say ''Stays crisp in milk
or creamn~ I am making a legitimate statement
of a virtue without implying its 1 aok in any
other product ..
9,...onuue~..2!~1;.. ~r j.,}?.e !l.,

l"

Prominent under this heading are ·the vHrious methods

used to influence purchasing agents, including the giving of
outright bri·bes and so ... oalled ttgifts 1t
2.

G

Bribing employees of oom.peti tors to be·tray ·trade se-

crets and business 1nforJJlli.ltion.
3~

The gi.Ving of rabatGs, espeelally by transportation

companies; secret commissions; concessions,. etc.
The foregoing examples il1Ut$trate ways in which business
organizations practice

unfairnesr~

with respect ·to one another o

r.et us turn now to some of the wa:ys in which busine-ss organizations practice unfairness toward ·the public.
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COMMJ~RO. !AL

DISHONEfj'l'Y.
.

A great many evils may be classified under this general
These will be segregated under various

heading~

captions~

!!~reEresent~t~~~~

Misrepresentation is practiced in general in two ways:.
through advertising about the product or ·the company, and
through actual misrep:resentation of the product :tt.ea:Lf ..
In some instances, ·the:rs may be the one typ-e and not the

othel'; in many itl.sta:nOEH:> where you find the one you find the
other also.

The Federal Tratde Commission in its Annual Report
for the year 193?1 classified the kinds of misrepresentation
which it found in one hundred seventy..·eight cases imrestigat.,..
ed during the year • as follows:

46 complaints involved alleged false and misleading
advertis1 ng and mis:t>eprese:nta'tion as to the thera ...
peutic value of various medicinal preparations and
devices.
44 eo.mplaints charged

lnisrepres~mtations

as to nature,

quality, character • and prices of various products
or of tb.$ ingr<:ldients entering 1.nto their manufac ...

ture.

26 complaints alleged fictitious retail price mark...
:i.ng, false claims of distributors as being manufacturers, or false representation as to quality,
natu,re t:md place of origin ot ingredients. Some
of these eases allegedly involved false claims as
to b~nef.toial thel'epeutio value of' various toilet
preparations and cosmetics.
16 complaints charged false repl;'esentations in the
sale ot' books, encyclopedias, and home-study courses~
ten of these eompl.aints allegedly having ·to do with
false representations by correspondence schools as
to the nature and character or the schools and the i:r
courses ot study, ·the ava:ilabil1 ty of' positions and
earning capacity of students.

1 Page 47.
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13 complaints alleged false representation as to place
_ of origin of such products as toys, candy, hams,
china-ware, flavoring compounds, fazor blades, and
gloves.

13 complaints alleged false representation in connec-

tion with the sale of automobiles and products for
_use in connection with their operat:i.on, eight of
these cas~~ allegedly involving misrepresentation
as to the rate of interes·t on deferred payments on

installment purchases contl'aots; and :f'iveellegedly embracing false representation as to the nature
and. effectiveness of motor compounds, all:ti!'Ofreeze

solution a_nd lubrication oil.
•'•.

.

11 complaints (in addition to those,otherwise listed
· . which 1nelu¢te a similar ~barge} alleged false rep ..
resenta.tions as to a company or indiVidual being
the manufacturer or prodi.te~r of. _such products as

eye-glasses, adding machines, smoking pipes, nursery

p;roducte • hosiery,

hl~mk~ts,

other spirituous beverages.
7

ribbons, wlliskies and

eomplain~ta alleged false representations in the sale
ot dog :t'oo-4, baby chicks, and. medicinal products for

ani.tnals •

The following oiase, taken from the same repo1•t,l is a.
good exhibit of one of tlie kinds of !lli.srepresantation.:

Th$ National Silver Company,_ New Yol'k, in connection With the in·tersta te sale of flatware cutlery
~de of carbon steel and ·thinly plated with nickel

and c-hromium, was ordered to oease and desist from
r$prese:nting• contra:ry to the faots, ·that the
cutlet"y was stainless. 'J.lhe respondent company was
directed. to oeasa using the word "Sta,inlessn as a ··
t.rade :name, brand, stamp, or label for lmj.ves and
fla twa.re outle:t•y unless made of steel eon taining
chX'omiU!l;l. and earbon in certain proportions which
represent and correspond to the speoifioa tion.s which
comprise cutlery made from stainless steel.. It was
·further ordered that tt.e respondent company cease
similarly using U:le word "Stainprut'' or like words
lndioat:ing tll.at the chrom.i\IJ.n,.plated knives and flatware cutlery in question were in fact stainproof.

:

i---
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Ad ver :!i is ins.
It :i.s contended by the defen<lers of modern advertising
that it has been one of the chief agencies 1n raising the
standard of living of th.e American people.

This. may be ad.-

mitted, but at the satne time it must be pointed out that
ad·v-ertising has al oo been responsible for takii.ng away the
money of innooent purchasers for goods which wexe not of the
kind or quality which the purchaser was led to believe they
would be.

Misrepresentation in advertising has belen manifest-

ed :1.n many varying dersrees, from some uput'f1ngit on the part
of an. enthusiastic mEn-chamliser to outright false ntatements
',·

j

. ··I

on the part ot fraua.ulE;nt dealers..

Misrepresentation in ad-

vertis ing is closely allied to misrepresent a tlon in the prod-

uct, alx·eady referred tot and oas.es there cited are applicable
to advertising.

It mey· take the form of extrs.vgganoe and

false claims for its own product, or the diaparageme.nt of oompeting products.

Especially in the early days of .Anleriean bus-

ineas was advertising

extr~mely

:rapaeions.;

This was in the time

when there was l.i ttl~ organizat:ton and sentl.ment had not begun

to crystallize"

Added to that was tht3 general gullibility of

the public which made it easy for advertisers to swindle the
people with, propositions that llwould offer a oom,plete sewing

machine fo:r twenty ... flve oen ts '·

a11d senti

e. ee1.mbric needlett, or

ttwould offer a. steel a11gravi:ng of General Gra:n"c;. and

one-cent stampn .1
1 ts ohief use was

s~nd

a

Durj.ng the begi.nnings of rnodern ad·ve:rtising
"fOX'

the exploitation ot patent .medicines of
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a highly undesirable character, a traffic preying upon the
hopes and fears of the sick.

Sufferers from serious diseases

such as tuberculosis or cancer, misled by false promises of
patent medicine advertising, postponed legitimate treatment
until it was too late.

It was a common thing for such adver-

tisements to exhibit testimonials signed by .victims who had
in the meantime died from the disease the remedy was advertised to cure," 1 !ntiw..e.te personal letters, for example,
were written to women in trouble and signed by Lydia Pinkham)

when as a matter of fact she had been lying in her grave for
years.2

These are instances of intentional misrepresentation.

llith the spread of the use of advertising in later years
additional a buses became

apparent~

One type was and is the

nlmocking" copy designed to increase sales by disparaging the
product of competitors.

Thus we 1'ind Viilliams' Shaving Soap

proclaiming that it is r'The only kind that will not smart or

dry on the face."

Particularly reprehensible was the recent

campaign of the ..I!Unerican Cigar Company, known as the ns:pi t 11
campaign, in which

11

the advertiser stated that his own cigars

were made by machinery and were, therefor·a, more sanitary than
cigars made by hand in which the wrapper was moistened by the
operator's tongue to make it stick, the implication being that
this was the common praotice." 3 Vice-President Butler, of the
General Foods Corporation, previously quoted,4 in referring to
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this campaign, said:l
This denial (by the Ame rio an C'igar Company)
unquestionably implied the continued use of this
practice in the manufacture of oo,mpeting brands.
Aside from the fac·t that the practice has largely
been discarded by .manu:racturers, the advertising
is open to question in that 1 t savors strongly of
unfair competition.
This same Company seems to have consistentlY followed
the policy of furthering its otm product by trampling on the

merits of others, as wa3 evident by its advertistng ar tu.oky
Strilt~

Cigarettes, when it singled out n.ot one eom.petitor

but an entire industry with its admonition to nReaoh for a
Lucky instead of a Sweet .. n

The general unfavorable reaction

of the public and the active resentment of the candy ms.nufaeturers forced a mod if ioa tion of the advertising.
Scientific Claims.
!1.lfuch advertising today is based on scientific claims,

a large part of
founded.

~lhich

are but poorly founded or entirely un-

nnr. Leonard of Johns Hopkins University and his

chemists ........... tested 41 brands of tooth paste, including
all the popular varieties, and (found) that not a single

preparation is capable of destroying staphylococcus after
a five-minute exposure .. u

nsome alleged 'whiteners• on the

market use such dangerous chemicals as hydrochloric acid.
A goverrunen t chemist recently took an extracted tooth and
put it in one widely advertised tartar remover.

In the morn-
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ing he found that the tooth had decomposed to the ro nsti tuenoy

of' chewing gum. nl
Other e;xBmples of unethical advertising and merchandis-

ing are cited by Stuart Chase, who in connection with Consumers' Research, has

b~en

vertising claims.

Aside from their more serious implications,

a leader in exposing untruthful ad-

the following ·two illustrations have their humorous side:
"Here is Semaf'or, a pink-colored mouth wash, which
advertises: 'Morning mouth. Everybody has it., • It
so happens that this particular wash containing
phenolphthalein turns colorless in an acid solution ..
The directions- are to rinse the mouth until the
liquid STAYS PINX. The healthiest mouth in the world
always has a touch of acid; in fact, it is physiologically necessary. So the earnest and ignorant custom..,
er can go on using bottle after bott;le of this precious fluid trying to eliminate acid from a healthy
m.outh,. As an aooelera:tor of turnover, samaf'or has
found the perfect formula .. n2

"The American Magazine, in October, 1929, presented
an advertisement: 'Health Value disoo1tered in Japan
Tea. Precious food element has been found, Vitamin
C .. ' Then followed, of oo urse, the usual scal'e copy loss of energy, muddy complexion, rheumatism - all
w~ing to descend on those who did not keep their
Vitamin C at par. Meanwhile the American Dietetic
Association. on May 26, 1939t stated that vitamin
C was NOT present in the Japan green ·tea. advertised
as containing it. 11ut this is only half the story.
What it it were pres ant? All c i trous f:rui ts contain
vitamin c, cabbage leaves contain it, many things in
our regular diet contain it. lNe get plenty, of it
everyvllhere. The idea. of frightening us into drinking
rnore tea because of its alleged vitamin 0 content is
preposterous. n3

It is interesting to compare these claims in modern
advertising with claims presented in sorne of the first ad ...
vartising which appeared at the time printing was coming

l Stuart Chase, Ethio&.f.roble;~~....2.:f..;Modern Advertis.i:q.~ 110,
2 ibid. t 109.
3-.
ibid. t 109.

-
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into general use.

"A handbill of 1652 (for example) preserved

in the British Museum shows that coffee was advertised as good

for dropsy, gout, scurvyt and sore eyes.

In the Mercusiua

Poli ticus for November, 1660, one 11'heophilus Buckworth advertised his lozenges as good for curing consumption, colds, asthma, diseases of the lungs, the plague; and 'all other contagious
diseases and obstruc-tions of the stomachetnl
claims made todav
- are ·-ProbablY.... -just
.

a:3

While many of the

extravagant.
i·t is doubt...
.

ful whether or not they are quite as inclusive.
One of the forms to arou.se widespread argument in the past
few years is ·that of the testimonial ..
•restimonials
•
"_..
.

··~

In earlier days it was a simple matter to get

Mrs~

~mith

to sign a statement that she had been cured by .J;Jlutona. 'l'emporary relief and a little flattery would probably turn the
trick.

Blit the difficulty with such testimonials was that

Mrso Smith was not sufficiently well known for her printed
statement to carry a great deal of influence.

On the other

hand, somebne nationally known would be likely to have a very
definite influence and on a large

seale~

A tidy sum of rnoney

was sufficient to procure testimonials from. national politicians, prominent athletes and sportsmen and women..

To get

the desired signed statement from a social leader required
some modification of the tactics4 We are told 2 that the difficulty was surmounted by appealing to the sympathetic nature
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of the celebrities, who were willing to sell their statement
in order to procure money for contribution to eharityo

One

needs only to glace through the more popular magazines on the
stands today, to see the extent to whl ch this form of paid
testimonial is being usedo
Probably there would not be so much criticism of ·these
statements even though paid for, if they were given wi thou·t
solicitation and 'the 1nakera of them were actual usez·s of the

product who had received satisfaction therefrom6

But it is

quite evident that the advertisers seek out those whose pictures and signatures they feel would carry the most weight,
and make a cash proposition of the purchase, it making little
difference whether the person has been a user or not.
frequency with which the

n~es

rrhe

and faces of certain people

have appeared on advertisements of various products ranging
all the way from breakfast flakes and fruit juices to toothpaste, hair-oil and soap has just about convinced the reading
public of the superficiality of this type of advertising, and
there is a likelihood that the over-doing of this sort of thing
will provide its own correct! ve in the distaste and disGust
which it arouses o

One of the worst phases of this kind of ad-

vertising is its influence on children whose trusting natures

are inclined to believe what they see in print, and especially
when the signature of their athletic hero is appendedo
T;rade ,Pu_ffi!YJ? ~
Trade puffing ·today is probably l'egarded by most readers
with somewhat of amusement o

It is well realized that adver-

tisers do not carry the violet of modesty in their hands..

Of

all human traits it has been pretty well recognized that one of'
the most common, with the exception or the Chinese who presents
"this wretched cup of tea for your most worthy person", is the
tendency to praise that which one

possesses~

Of course, when

the puffing amounts to actual falsity of statement, causing
one to buy when he would otherwise not do so, then the courts
have been willing to grant damages for the wrong done.

In

many instances, even though actunl lies were told, the courts
l.'efused to in te:t•vene unless actual damage was sutrered by the
purchaser .. 1 The more ethical-minded among the advertising
profession· are beginning to realize that the excessive use of
superlatives is likely to create suspi.cion and distrust in the
minds of the buyers.

The shallowness of such claims was brought

to ligh·t by the National Batter Business Bureau in 1930, when
in a survey of the a.dve:rtis ing of twenty-six leading radio .manufacturers it was discovered that the rnos-.t of them presented
their own produe t in such glowing terms as: 2

"America's Greatest Radio. tt
"The Greatest Radio in the World.'ll

"The Greatest Radio the World has evex known at any price .. "
u~J:he

Finest Radio the World has ever heard .• "

'The Most Wonderful Radio the World has ever

1

seen~ n

"The Highest Class Receiver in the World."
If we are to have "Truth" in advertising, which is the
l. I\dax Radin, The LawtulPursuit of Gain& Ch. III.,
2 Edward L .. Gr"e'Eme, EthicJ!ll ~tandard,s in Advs:._r,ti_~i)!fl, 131 ..
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ideal toward which the present attempts at house-cleaning are

moving, then even puffing will have to rome in for revision.
Advertising is but one of the phases of merchandising,
althoUgh it is .one of' the chief phases.

We find in it some

of the evils which are found in the actual exchanging of the

goods themselves<;

YJe turn our attention back now to some of

the evils in selling.
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UNETHICAL SALES PRACTICES
Imi ta.tion.
.........

~......._,

If imitation is a natural psycholigical phenomenon,
certainly we can find no better illustrations of the process
than· in the field. or selling.

Let someone market a product

and meet with a degree of success, and. lo, there are a dozen
imitations

of it almost over night.

The number of picture

phenomenal initial success of Life, is a good illustrationo
This kind of imitation, however, does not s,eem to be particularly objectionable from thepublic standpoint, because of
the fact that there is no attempt to deceive.

It is quite

obvious that each is a competitor of the others.

It is when,

on the other hand, i.mi tat ions are offel ed and the attempt is
4

made to .make the buyers believe that they are ge,tting the
original, that our sense of the eth teal is offended.

This

kind of deception can be classified under the headj.ng .of
MiSSf"~n<l;~!!&.!,

One of the .most offensive instances of this kind was
exposed in the press recently..
tooth-brushes,

realiziDt~

Japanakl.te manufacturers of

that American public opinion was

boycotting articles made in J·apan, largely because of Am.er...
ican disapprove 1 of the manner in which the J'apanese were
warring on the Chinese, s ouf1)1t to overcome this handicap by

misrepresentation.

They did this by re,..nam.ing a Japanese

town nu.s .A.'' and stamping tb.eir brushes with the imprint
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".Made in U.S .A."

The casual buyer 1 who does not stop to read

all of the printing appearine; on the products he buys, seeing
the initials buys the product under the :tmpression that it is
111ade in this coun1.a·y.

'l'he fact tha·t the town was re-named,

and the atatem.ent is technically true. nevertheless makes the
entire in te-;n t one of subterfuge and deception ..
No doubt the Japanese might off'er the alibi ·that along
with the adopt:ton. of

i~e.stern

methods of industry they have

adop·ted also our methods of' marketing.

For we find many ex-

amples of this sort o:t:' thing in our own country; witness the
following from the .Federt-'1.1 rrrade Co.m.mission:l
Itni tation of Nationally Known Radio Brands.
Marconi Radio Corporation, l'ij'ew York. and others, in
connection wi t.h the sale .of :radio sets, were directed
to cease a.:nd desist from using such well ... known and
long established trade-marks, names· and symbols as
ttEdisonn, ''Belln, "EB", nMarconi't, "Majestic", "Victor",
''Brunswick", "General Eleotricn, "GE", in a circle with
scroll-like interior decorations, "Radio Corporation
of .America", and colorable imitations and simulations
thereof, and tro.rn represen·ting that ·their products so'
branded were manufactured, endorsed, sponsored or ap...
proved by any of the concerns. whoo e trade-marks, names,
and symbols were as above se·t out, contrary to the
facts, and when the use thereof was withou·t the knowledge and consent of the xawful owners of these trademarks·~ names and symbols " "

The case of the Real Products Corporation and Real flex
Products Corporatiotl, Brooklyn, is a similar one in whioh: 2
The Comrniss;ion's findings were to the effect that
·these concerns .made extensive use of the WO<t'd "Cham""
pion" in advertising and labeling automotive and metal
specialties. including spark-plugs cable sets, manufac ...
tured and sold by them, and that ·th.is practice deceived
and misled the retail trade and purchasing Pl blic, by
12

ReQOI'
·_., .......t 2; 1937 ,

ibid.

~

61 ~
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creating the impression that these products were made
by the well-known Champion Spark Plug Co. • Toledo, Ohio.
The result,. according to the findings, was diversion of

trade to the respondents from those o:C their competitors
which did not indulge in such methods ..
The Reports of the Commission contain numerous oases of
misrepresentation by misbranding which may be classified
under the headings or:l
1.

Using the same trade name when not entitled to do so ..

2.

Using a variation of a trade name with intention
of' hbviitg it appear tt) he t:he trade na.rre imitated.

3.

Imitatiol'l ot' the package or containerJ in size,
shape, colt>r or m.arldn€1J ~

4"''

The use of descript;tve terms, which indicate that
·the produ<rt baa Pl-"operties whitih it does not in fact

possess, as: ·

Use of the term ttgold-shellH to describe jewelry cqntt~ining a VGJry th:i.n depo~Ji·l; of gold by

electroplating process ..

Use of the word nsb.ef:field" in connection with
sil.verwa.re not made or m.an.ufac·turet1 i.n <..iheffiald,
J!!nglahd, in accordance with the process used by
the s :i.lVel.'Sllli ths of Sheffiel'L
Representing extracts to be imported when they
are in fact domestic-made~
La baling wines of domes tic !nade from domes ticgrso.\~n grap~s with th.e names of famous French
wines.

Representing candy to be flavored and colored
w1 tb jUice of a f:nlit 1nhen in fact 1 t is syn~
thetieally flavored and colored ..
Misrepresenting woods of which furniture is made.
Using tlle word "doctortt in connec·tion with shoes
not mtatie :hi acco:r.•dano e with the design o:t· under
the supervision of a doctor or not having scien•
tiftc or orthonedic features wh:teh a.~e the result of medieai advice o:r services.
Represen·tine; au·tomobile tires to be "reconstructed" when the reconditioning is limited to the
repair of worn or de.rnaged portions ..
1 Federal Trade Commission, An~lfal ~port'--~' ·65 ~ as.
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Misrepresenting the geographic location of the
place of manufacture of a product by specifying
a place famous tor such product.
Misbranding of fab!'ics and other com.modi ties
respecting the materials or ingredients of
which they are composed, their quality, purity,
origin, source or quali·ties, properties, history, or nature of manufacture, and selling
them under such mums and circumstances that
the purchaser would be misled in these respec·ts.,
5.

Misbranding to indicate that the product is made
in accordance with formulae of the United states
Army or :Navy, when in fact they are not so made.

Misbranding is possible in many cases where the public

has neither the knowledge nor the ability to verify tl:le claims ..
In buying ful' coats, especially sealskin, the public was long
duped.

At one time it is probabl.e that over twenty different

kinds o:r fur were sold a:e "Seal"··

Muskrat, nutria, rabbit

and many others have been dignified in death as they never
were in

life~

the procesn or glo:r.:i.fiot,ition consis.ting in clip-

ping. dyeing and labeline; with the nama· '18eal"..

Alaska Sable

was for many years but the lowly Bk111llt in dis guise.

Textiles have furnished snother excellen.t medium for lucrative profit through misbranding.

:Blankets could be sold

as "part ...woolrr, the public payi11g a price fo+ what they believed was from Olle-balf to one-quarter wool, but receiving
a blanket that in many oases had one strand of wool to fifty

of oottono

Silk and wool underwear was another comm.odi ty in

which this type of f'alsi:Cioation was :praottced.

;;)tuart Chase

goes so far as to s e.y that much of' the hcsler;v now sold as
silk shoUld :really be sold as r'tin hosiery", in. as much as

tests of' the American U.ome Economics Association revealed
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that in many cases tin and lead weighting constituted from 50%

to 119% of the actual silk content .. l
The foregoing are by no means all

of the ways in which

the public is fooled, but they are sufficient to indicate
wherein the evil lies and the need for remedying.
Adulteration ..

lrhe Federal Pure }food and D:rug Acts have pretty well curtailed the injur;i.ous and. fraudulent adulteration of foods.

The day is now probably pretty well passed when bakers could

mix clay with thei;r flour • when squash coUld be colored and

flavored to be sold as strawberry jam. and when artif.lcial
preservatives could be used in such amounts as to constitute

a menace to health.

It is likely, now that it is dietributed

in sealed bottles, that ·the wate:r1ng o:t? milk is no longer
eommon~4

'!'here :ts considerable reason to beLt ave, howt:Jver •

that motor oils and gasolin.es are o :rten d:i.luted wH;h.
grades by dealers ..

:tnfer1o~
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FALSE WEIGHTS AND

MEASURES~

The giving of less than paid for seems. to have been ontil

of the avaricious practices in colllmeroe s inca 1 ts beginnings.
So common was the custom of giving short weight in loaves of

bread in medieval England that a law was passed commanding
bakers to give a thirteenth loaf' whenever a dozen were pur ...
chased, thus originating the expression still occasionally

Various and ingenious devices have been used to defraud
the buyer, chief among which have been measuring containers
and baskets with false bottorns, giving the

~)

pearance from

the outside of full meaE:mre, but actually containing less than

the weight supposed..

rich-quick

merch~nt

Another favorite device for the getting-

was the unbalanced seal$, unbalanced al-

ways of course, in favor of the mel· chant..
d~signed

to correct these

rni~'Soreant

~roday,

with laws

devices and. practices and

with official examiners of we:tghts and 1:a.ea::nlres, the public is
fairly well assu:cec{ of getting correct quantity. Just recently,
however~

a survey of weights and

measures in California, by

Donald E .. Montgomery, Oonaume:r.a' Counsel o;t' the Agr:Lcul tural
AdjU.fttment Ad.m.:tnistration; Vtashington, D.

c.,

rtr~vealed

fo11ow;t.ng:l
In one California Oounty 40,000 milk uottles·
were confiscated because tru~y shoJ:t•measu:red con ...
sume:rs.. When s.eales used mainly in weighing out
foods 'IJ'Hl.II'e examined for aceurac;y·, from. one to six
out of evety ten, needed adjua·tmento
In one county t 127 prescription scale s were

the
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oondemned for repai:r and seven were confiscated
because they were beyond rapa ir.
In three counties more than a qv.arter of
the gauges on gasoline and lubricating oil pumps
were found to be recording inaccurate quantities.
Assuming that the results of this survey are ;representative of the State and country e.t large, ·the a.stonish1ng
need for correctiqn is apparent..

It 111ay

po~sibly

be con...

ceded that some of the inaccuracies were not intentionally

pe;r m.i tted, but th.s
cause indignation.

The :aport infers that there is ltt.xity

of publ.i.c offic:J.als.

dealers sometimes do not fill the container "men measuring
out quantitles..

Particularly is packaged goods do many

manu.faoture:rs convey the. :1.m:press:ton. that

more than he actually reoej,ves..

th~

buyer :i.s ge·t.tin.g

The cardboard pao:k:ages con ...

taining such articles ms tubes of tooth-paste and shaving
creal». a.te notable examples. of. thi.s deeeptj. on, the· excess
space in the box often bet:ng s. tuff0d with pamphlets and

sheets of instruo tio:na to coYer up thr!. d.isorepe.ney..
and

j~rs

containing

oo~metics

and even when exe.mined in

th.~

Bottles

appear large Qn the shelves,
hand;: but it 1s not until the

contents have been e.mptJed out that one s.ees the thickness

of the oottom.

Spme raan'!ltaott\rers of hatr ...oil and other

preparations deliberately use a large thick bottle in order
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to fool the people.
The evil is

110 t

cial manufacturers o

confined alone to the so-cf:llled commer ...
It has long been customary· for growers

and farmers to put the inferior berries and fruits on the
bottom of the crate and falsify the contents of the box by
placing a layer of large unblemished fruit or ber:r:ies on the

top ..

ience some years agoo

The firm for which he was working was

the purchaser of large quanti ties of animal fertilizer, and

was at the time buying sheep manure in train-load lots from
a

l~evada

source.

The terms of the purchase were a .stipulated

amount per ton based on public weighmas tert s certificates.
from scales at the point or shipment.

As a matter of caution,

some o:f.' ·the first cars received were agnin weighed on public

scales at the point of destination with the astonishing discovery that the destination weights were considerably less
than the shipping weights.,

Subsequent weigh1ng of all cars

at destination points disclosed a rather uniform discrepancy.,
The matter was investigated and it was found that the shipper
was turning the hose on each car as it was loaded, ostensibly
to l{eep the material frofll flying during the movement of the
train.

His "consc1entiousness 11 in this regard would have re-

sulted in ·the receiving company's paying fertilizer prices
·for ordinary water, which as a matter of fact had evaporated
in transit.

The final outcome of' the affair, after much

wrangling and bitter feeling, was an adjustraen·t of the weights.
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Other Miscellaneous

Practices~

There are any number of "tricks of the trade" peculiar
to different kinds of businesses, which do not readily lend

themselves to classification.
comn~n

Exarr11>les of only the more

misfeasances will be given 9
Oancellt,:rtion of

Orders~

Depending on the manner in which an agreement is made,
orders may or may not

eon~

within the field of legal

can~

tracts actionable in the courts, and even when they do, the
amount of money involved often would not justify the expense

and delay incident to a suit for damages.

Thus it is often

possible for a dealer to cancel an order previously placed
when he sees the chance to get the goods at a lower price
or on more advantageous terms elsewhere.,

a violation of fidelity is obvious.

That to do so is

Such practice probably

has its own corrective in tlle tHct that one who follows such
methods will sooner or later find that lllfH1Ufacture:rs and

wholesalers will no longer do business with him.

On the other

hand, because of thf:l large nu.m.ber of sources of supply and the
intense competition for outlets i·t may be possible for a deal ...
er to pursue this kind of unfaithfulness for some time.
policy is widespread

enoue~

The

to be regarded by business leaders

as one of the oown.erc ial us ins".

False Claims.
False claims for breakage and on account of inferior
quality are often made by unethical dealers.

Even with the

perfection of transportation methods an<l clearing on way .... bills t
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it is possible for some of tbis conduct to creep in.

Es-

pecially can it be worked when shipper and receiver are at

some diste.nce from

6E1Ch

other and claims dermnded are not

large enm gh to warrant tlie sending of an inspector by the

shipper.

Likewise, the threat of losing a custo.roor may

cause the shtpper to tolerate
s umtttar Y..

oc~asional

abuses of this kinde

6

We have no passed in review many of the principal
practices Which are regarded as Unethical in the transaction

of bustness.

Any one of the fields mentioned would provide

the scope of a major intensive investigation.

Prices, profits,

competition, commercial honesty, misrepresentation in advertising and in selling, commercial bribery - each is a fertile
al'ea for study.

Let us now pass on to a consideration of the movement
for the eliminati.on of such unethical practices as appear in
connection with ·thest?, and some of· the agencies ·J•Vhich are
at presexrt instrumental in their oo rrection.
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BETTER BUS INJfSS BUREAUS

:tt is no douht symbolic of a general awakening on the
part of business and the public to the need of more ethical
standards in business that the two agencies which have done
and are doing the most effect :.I. ve w:>rk. along thj.s line; the

Better Business Bureau and the Federal Trade Commission; came
into existence at .about the same time, the former in 1912 and
the latter in

191~ . .

In the year 1911, the Associated Advertising Clubs of ·
America held their seventh annual convention in Boston.

The

dominant theme of the meeting was reform in advertising prac-

tice, in order to eliminate dishonesty among advertisers and
publishers..

This was probably the opening gun in the long and

continuous battle for Trtlth in

Advertising~

A few months after the adjournment of the convention,

Printers' Ink, the advertisers trade paper, engaged Harry De
Nims, a recognized authority, to prepare a model statute.l
This he did, and through the sponsorship of

Printers~

Ink,

the following model statute was first adopted by Ohio and
Minnesota, and later by all the more important states.• 2
Any persont firm, corporation or associa~
tion who, with intent to sell or in any wise
dispose or m.erchand.ise, securities, s~rvice,
or anything offered by such person, firm~ corporation, or association, directly or indirectly,
to the public for sale or distribution, or with
intent to increase the consumption thereof, or
to induce the public in any manner to enter into
1 Edgar 1.• Heermance, J!L'I?lgc.s.;....£! Business, 66.
2 ibid.

-

!
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any obligation relating thereto, or to acquire
title thereto, or an interest therein, makes.
publishes, disseminates, eiroulates, or places
before the public, or causes, directly or in ...
directly to be made, published, disseminated,
circulated, or placed before the public, in
this tState, in a newspaper or other publication,
or in the form of a book, not i oe, hand ... bill,
poster, bill, ciroula:t:, pamphlet, or letter, or
in any other way, an advertisement ot any sort
regarding merchandise, securities s service, ar
anything ao offered to the public, which advertisement contains any assertion, representation
or statement ot fact, which is untrue, deceptive ..
or misleading, shall be guilty of a .misdemeanor. J.
As a result of the convention the New York delegates

appointed a voluntary vigilance oonunittee, out of which later
grew the National Vigilance Comtni ttee of the Association.
Subsequently the Committee evolved into the National Better

Business Bureau which became the appointed representative
"of a very substantial portion of the national
advertising industry, with the duty of promoting
ethical standards. in advertisingo ·
To carry out this responsibility, the
. National Bureau is incorporated as an independent
non-p:rofi t corporation.. It is financed through
voluntary subscriptions by over nine hundred
business f:i.rms.. It functions in three major
fields of advertising - commercial, financial·
and medicinal, .. "2
With the National. Bureau as a general clearing house,

Better Business Bureaus are now organized and operating in
the principal cities of the United states..

Each of these

bodies is independent, and controlled by local business men

through whose contributions they are supportedo

The local

Bureaus confine their activities to raising the standards of

1 National Association of Better Busin~as Bureaus, Inc. • Facts
;[OU sho.uld know A,l?P_ut Advertisi n.s.., 16..
.
2 Edward L. ~reene, Ethical Standards in Advertisin~, 125.
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advertising and business in their :respective communities.

The

National Bureau devotes its efforts to serving those companies
whose business ;is broader than the loc.al community and termed

as national and semi-national in extent.
Recognizing the growing influence of the National Bureau
the magazine publishers in 1928 designated it as their agency

of cooperation for the elimination of fraudulent advertising.
This was followed in 1929 by similar recognition from other
organizations interested in the same problem including the

Associa·llion of National Advertisers, Inc.,
American Associatlol;lo:t' Advertis.ing Agencies.
Periodical Publisher.s .Association,
Nattonal Publishers Association,
Associated Busines£; Papers,
Agricultural Pttblishel'fl Association,
Outdoor Advertis.ing As soc ia tion,
Stre$t Railway Advertis:ing Interes·ts,
National Association of Broadcasters.
The National Bureau's operating program as outlined by

Edward L. Greene, General Mana gar of the Na tionalL Bureau with
headquarters in :f~ew York City,· is briefly as f'ollowa:l
Fraud ... Investigation of pr~ducts .'!?.tyty~~,
publ!cizing the fraud, reporting of ac s to
publishers and law ... enforcing agencies ..

- Investigation of products by t~dividual
case, publicity, reporting of facts to pub!isliers
law-en;f'orcing agencies.

l~~u~

ana

Le~timate

Business - Investigation of unfair
.t~.E!!. and
the promotion of ethical standar.ds fOl' ·tlii

'ii?lver"tliing of''" regTtimate plroducts b;t
entire group ..

Lesitim.ate Bue:tness - Investigation of unfair

al'iert!slng ·o?''leifti.mate

p~duots l>J':.ca~e

and. the exercise of correctJ. ve influ.ence throus-)1
negotiation, publicity~ or la.w,...enforoing agencies ..

Mr. Greene• a statement of' the further method of the Bureau

l2
ibid.' 12?.
ibid.,
128.

-
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is succinct and is therefore quoted: l
The method employed b;r the :Bureau in the
development of basic material regarding an en~
tir~ field of questionable or :fraudulent advertising illustrates the tl1oroughness and oare
with which the program is undertaken. Instead
of making many individual investiga tiona, the
advertising of the field under investig~tion is
first surveyed and the claims of advertisers are
analyzed. These claims are then referred to a
large number of authorities on the subject tor
an expression o:r opinion as to tho facts in ...
volved. The replies are studied and a prelim ..
ina:ry report is drafted. This is returned to
the same authorities and is referred to other
authorities for oheoking purposes~ · The result ...
ing informetion can be considered as representative of the weight of authority in the field~
For instance, .after an investigation of
obesity remedieH3, we issued a bulletin to the
advertising industry and: supported it by press
release$ in which we stated obesity remedies are
of two types - internal and external. 'rho internal are regarded as being harmful and the
external as useless. As a result of furnishing
publishers with these facts~ obesity remedies
were, tor the most ,,part, quickly deleted from
the pages of ntagazines.
Each year. the Bureau issues ·to. periodical 'PUblishers
some two or three hundred bulletins oontai11ing factual in...
formation concerning certain advertisers, or groups of ad ....
vertisers; thus aiding the publishers in avoiding fraudulent copy.

By- its system of investigation and :reporting

the Bureau is able

to~

nblat1ket the advertising industry w1 th

information on fraudulent otfersn,.

all cases is that the
1 ibid • ' 128

0

advertts~rs

The result in practically
flnd the avenues to their
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markets, whion were fu:rnished through the publishers,

blocked~

Not only does the Bureau report to tlle publishers on the
advertisers~

but at regular intervals it makes a survey of the

magazines themselves to ascertain which ones, if any, continue to carry adv-ertising which

htH:l

been exposed as fraudulent.

These surveys have a salutary influence in as much as the

in~

t•orma·tion is made available to law-enforcing agencies, and
where the facts uncovered are of public interest they are re ...

leased to the press ..
The BUreau furnishes the Association of Newspapers Classi-

fied Advertising

M~nager:.:~

With a special investi.gation service

to keep the1ll advised of schemes to

d~fraud

in classified ad-

vertising, where offers of home dressmaking, addressing envelops li card gilding, foreign employm(;mt, mail order propositions and drawing prizes are .m.e.de.

It is reported that one

operator who prom:Lsed he would pay up ·to i18 .. 00 per dozen for
sewin.g aprons-; but

~vhOS€')

sole bua:i.n.ess consisted of selling a

sample apron for -$1 .. 50, collected nearly $100,,000. before he
was stopped by the postal &Uthorities ..
The significance of the Better Business Bureau

organiza~

tion i n the United States is tha 't 1t shows a desire and. an

attempt, on the part of business itself, to rectify unethical
practices...

As such e. volunta:ry movement. it comes VIell within

·the definition of ethies, as such. postulated :J.n the beginning

of this paper.
One of the evils which provoked the rnovemo11t was the
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practice of publishers in over-stating the amount of the 1r paid
circulations.

'fh1s, of course, was matter of vital import to

those engaged in the business of adver·tising.

Such exaggera"'

tions led to the inauguration of the Audit Bureau of Circulations in 1914, through which sworn statements of the exact amount of .circulation of the reputable advertising media can

now be obtained.
While it may be said 9 therefore, that these actions on
the part of business to clean 1 ts own house were self-protect ...
iva in nature. and were necessary because the adder was biting
itself., to those who claim that there are no ethics in business
this movement can legitimately be of':f'ered as bona fide evidence
that they do exist.
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THE FEDERAL TRADE COWlSSION

To those who can see little but the unethical side of
business, and who point· to regulation by government as the
only thing which keeps business

~A.d. thin

reas011able bounds at

all, it should be pointed out that tb,e Federal Trade Co.mm.is-

sion which is the Government • s chief agency for the preven-

tion of unfair business practices,. was actually created by
Congress at the request of th¢ National Chambe:t· of Com..meroa,
often regarded as but the tool of big bus-iness for the promotion of selfish ends.
President Wilson in his Congressional

ntCJtiU~Htge

in 1913

on the sub,1ect of additional legislatior1 (}onoertting monopo..lies and restraints in trade, had sal,d;
The business men ot' the country desira some ....

thing more than that the menace of legal process in these matters be made exl)licit and in·
telligible.. il'lley desire the advice, tne defin1 te guid.anee and intor .tra tion whi ell can be
supplied by an aimi:riiS trat:tv~ bQdy .. l

call from governm.er.rt fox· its. views on the subject, the Chamber proposed the

<.n.'er.:d~ion

of a Jff)deral 'i'rade Oornmission with

jurisdiction in conducting inve:.s·tigations over all corporations engaged in interstate :r1nd foreign eo.mrneree with the
exception of such matttll'S as wm:·e all;'eady
jurisdiction of the lni.!erstate

comw~rco

subj~et

totthe

commission.

.As a

l J., N.. Vander Vr:J.es, Collective Business, i:ts methods and
objectives, in Ethic,s . of Bus~nttt~.~ ~..~~~:!!.~, 118 ..
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direct outcome of this :reco:mrnendation, there was passed by

the 63rd Congress the Federal Trade Commission Act, Uo. 203,
which was approved by the President September 26. 1914.
Act provided for a

The

commission ''which shall be composed of

five commissioners, who shall be appointed by the .l!resident,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate" not more

than three of whom nshall be of the same political partyn .l

are hereby declared unlawful'' end

n1,~a

cmiDUissi.on is llereby

empowered and directed to prevent per sons 1 partnerships,, or

corporations, except banks, and common carriers subject to
the Acts to regulate com.mere.e, :r.rom utaing unfair
cornpeti tion j.n commerce .. »

power to deolde what wa:s

so decided to be..

nH~thO(t!s

of

'.fhe Jwt gave to the-.G.om!ll:!,:ssion the
nunf~ ir 11

and to tssue orders to any

The .Act further p1·ovtderl. for the

such orders hy t .he e.ow.•ts, and when

~JUeta.i.ned~

revi~lw

of

tor thei:r· en-

t'oreem.ent,.

Duri:Ue1 the

fi.r~t

years of

it~

toolt the attitude· of a pro$er.u.tor.

exif:ttence the Commission
As stated by tlle Honorable

W. E .. Hunrpll:rey, Oh.a:trman of the Qomml2Hlhm in.

19~2,

under this

t~., .......... became an instrument of opprt}ssion
end disturbance and injury inste-ad of help.. It

harassed and annoyed buslnesrJ instead of assisting
it. Business soon rege.rd.ed the Ooru.mission with

sa
dis.t:rust and fear and suspicion ... as an enemy ..,
There was no cooperation between the Commission
and business. Business wanted the Commission
abolished and the Commission :regarded business

as generally dishonest.,, The Commission was at
that time unalterably opposed to giving anyone
accused a hearing before he was oondemned.,ttl

When Mr.' Humphrey became chairman,, a different policy

was inaugurated which, to condense his exposition of

it~r

was a policy of cooperation with business in which the Call\"'"
mission took an attitude which might be characterized as

that of a kindly father who

corrected~

but who would enforce

his corrections with :firmness if they were no·t voluntarily'
:followed~.

Instead of the imm.ediate issuance of orders to

cease and desist; which were sometimes resisted with result.,.

ant litigation involving not only bitterness but expense• the,
policy of conducting a hearing was followed at which both
the accused and accusers stated their sides•

If after the

hearing the Commission believed the\ accused guilty of unfair
practices• he was given the opportunity to sign a written
stipulation that he Will forever cease and desist from the

prac:tices in

question~

such stipulation to be accepted by the

commission and proceedines dismissed•

Only if the accused

was unwilling to s,i.gn such a stipulation, was it necessary
to take the <.HH..ie into court f'or trial, and enforcement if
sustained'.,

This new policy met 'wi ~ch ·the uni·trersal approval of the
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entire business world~ according to Chairman Humphrey, who

said:
It is a great c:t~adi t to ·lihe business men
of the country that our records show that 99%
of those who sign these stipulations keep th~
in good faith. Today we settle twenty cases by
stipu.la tion to one by litigation .1
·.
With a helpful attitude being displayed on the part of
the Commission, business evinced a

willi~gness

to assist

in removing objectionable teatures from its practices.

--

There thus developed what is known as the Trade Practice Con-

terence and the Trade
'I... Practice Submittal.

p

';'

............... "PP

'DI'I),

A;¢

.M:'

.

.

~

These conferences are held entirely at the solicitation
of the members of the industry requesting them, anc.1 are not

authorized by the Commission unless requested. by a sufficient
number to indicate the probable successful outcome of the con\

terence.

~:he

Commission does not call a conference of its own

motion. nor does .1 t urge the holding of such a conferetlt'.Hh

The

induBtry must itself show the necessity and make the requestQ
.A

commissioner presides, but only in an im.partial capaoi ty..

H~.

gives the industry the benefi·t of his advice and suggestions,

but he does not direct..

Freedora and fl..ankness in discussion of

problems is maintained, and none are incriminated.

~1e

rules

and regulations \'fhioh the indus:try itself formulates are then
used as a guide of conduct in the indu.s try, and are _submi t·ted

to the Commission as a standa,rd which the industry believe fair$
The commission» while i·t may use the submittal as a_ guide and
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re:Cerenoa, is no·t obligated to do so.

They do not increase

the commission•s power nor change the law.

But largely througn

the fact of the members of an industry getting together volun...
tarily and through frank discussion

fbr~tlating

their own rulea

ot conduct, .meny fraudulent and unfair practices b.ave been eliminated ..
The creamery industry was the
tice conference
tim~

fir~;.ri;

to seek a trade prac-

which .it did in October, 1919.,

Since that

conferences 1 voluntarily soliej. tedJ have been helt1 With the

f'ollowitlg industries: l

All .... ootton wash goods

Anti-hog cholera· serum and virus
Baby and doll.. carriages
Band-instrument manufacturers
Bank and oommerofal stat1onet'S
Beauty and barber supply dealers

.

operators (Southwest)
Bituminous coal (Utah)

BitUi.ll~nouacoal

Butter. , egg, cheese, and poultr1 (Paeif:le Coast)
Butter manufacturers (Southwest)

aastile soap
Cedar chests
Cheese assemblers
China recess accessories
Clothing cotton converters
Commercial cold sto~age
OoJtttnon briolt
co~non or toilet pins
Concrete mi~er and paver industry
Correspond,enoe s~hools
Cottonseed oil mills
crerune:ry industry (Omaha)
O:ruahed stone.
Cut stone (building)
Cut tack, eut nail, and staple industry
D1:reot selling companies
.
D~y ~leaning and dyeing ser'ltioe (D1st ... Of Columbia·) ·
Edible oils
Edtioational

j~welry

(school and college)

l Federal Trade con:nn1ssio11, .[e;Qort......'!_n Tr~~~.?!.~!'~tic~ Cop.,:t~+"~!l..9ef£1,
1933.
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Electrical wholesalers
Eleo t:rj.cal contracting
Embroidery
"Eng:raved..,effects" printing
Fab:c~cators of ornamental iron, bronze and wire
Fabricators or structural $teel
Face brick
Feather and down industry
Feldspar. grinders
Fertilizer
Flat glass

Fur industry-

Furnace pipe and fittings
Gold-mounted knives
Golf ball. industry

Golf, baseball and athletic goods
Greeting cards
Grocery industry
.
Household :furniture and'turnishing
:tee cream industry (Dist .. of Coltun.bia and vicinity)
Ingot brass and bronze
lnse()ticides and disinfectants
In tar ior marble
Jewelry industry
Knitted outerwear
Knit.underwear
Kratt paper
Lightni:ng·rods
Lime industry
Li.ve poultry industry (New York City and vicinity)
Medieal gas
Mending-oo·tton manufacturers
14etal blU.'ial vaults
Milk and ice cream oans
Mt1~ Pl'Oduoi.ng and distributing industry (Michigan)
Millwork
M(.)pstiek indus try

Mult:t ... eolor printers of tl!'ansparent and translucent
Oil

.~ndustry

'(Chicago & D~nver)

Package ,~macaroni

Paper bags

materials

Paperboard industries
Paper bottle caps
Petrol$um and petroleum products
Pl'Uillhing en~ heating
Public seating
l?ubli$he:r:s of' periodicals
P~oxylin plastic$
Range boilers
Rebuilt typewriters
Reinforcing steel fabricating and distrib. industry
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,;•.

Retail furniture dealers Ulew York C1 ty)
Roll and machine tickets
Sanitary napkin indus try
saw and blade service
School supply distributors
Scrap i.ron and steel
Sheffield silver-plated hollow~ware
Shirting faeries

Silk weighting
Sled indus try

·

Solid seotion steel windows
Solvents industry
Southernha.:rdware.jobbers
southern mi:X:ed. feed .manufacturers
Spice grlnders and packers
·
Standard sheet music
Steel office .furniture
structural clay tile
Subscript.:t.on · book publishera
Upholstery textiles
Vulcanized fiber
Wall pape.r
'Walnut wood
Warm-air ronaces
Waste paper dea1Ei1l'8 .and pk)ekei'$
Watchcases
Waxed paper
Woodturning industry (hickory handle industry)

Woodworking ma.oh:tner:y
Wool stock

Woven furniture
It is probably fair to say that the F.ederal Trade Qommission, throup)l 1 ts trade pra,ctit)e confe;cences t has don$ more
tor the

establishl'll~r.rt

other single

agency~

of ethical standards in business than any

While the conferences have been held under

the auspices of this foaterj.ng ageney, it must be remem.bered that
they have $ll bean held at the request of the ;Lndustries them-

selV$S11 and due credit must be given to business for taking the
initiative in elevating its own standards and practices to the
E;tXtent to which this has been aeb.ieved.

The benefits accruing

to the public and to business may be sununarizad by extracts from

the foreword of one ot the Commission's recent reporta.l
rrha trade practice conference is a procedure
.whereby an industry tak,ea the :tni tiativ:e -in establishing se!:r"'~'governm.ent ot buf31ness ,' xnak:Lng its own rules
o:f' busin.e$s oondu.et, subject to approval .by the com....
mission.
, ···
·
The procedure deals with an industry as a unit.
It is concern~d solely with practices a.nd methods.. I·t
·!iR.es out pn a atV!P. ~te unfair methods of competitiOn,
unethical conduo t and ·trade abl!ses condemned at the con...
terence and thua places all competitors on an equally
fair co.mpeti t1 'lte basis.•
· Trade-practice conferences result in a generall:.v
l'$COg1lized and Cl$8.l'ly marked trend toward the use Of
higher ste:ndard.s ot business uond.uct and brin~ into
closer relationship industry and the Commission.. Mauy
engaged $.n business and industry are n(>t aware, until
a trade-p:raotie$ conferenoe 1s held, that some eomiH:}titive methods eonm1only used by them constitute actual
violations of the law, or that the unneeestlHu•y cost of
unfair competit10n and wasteful· practices, if abandoned
·at one and the same time by volunt'tlry agreement ot all
in the industry, may be oonvert~d from an :t tam of expense
to a sub~;tantial vrofit without eddin~ to the price _paid
by the ultimate con~umer.
.
The value of the trade-p;cactiee conference is further
'shown by recent leg!~lation enacted by the state .of California _providing for the en.forcen1ent of certain conference :rules pertaining to an industry of ·that State, a
policy whi~h might well be adopted. by other states. "Genet3:f:ll dairY law of Oalit'ornia", ~pprov€Mi June 15, ·1925,
and as amend~ni :May 31, 1927.;
'l~e

United States Chamber of Co.mm.eree has

~~-.··•·',ld-'!iw.

on

ma~y

~

.•t~.\;<IICII··

• . . ~~~-

'b~en

criticized
··

ocoas:Lona a.s be1.ng the inst:runtent of big busine-tas.

It

shol.lld be no·ted, t«.nvE:tver, that it also ha.s played and is play...
ing ·a

l.i£1~-'t.

t:n the rai~ing o:f' morals in .t!'ade, through C:Qnstant

emphasis on bet tel' standards.

Its Principles of' Business Con....

duotl are worthy Q.f $tudy tor the .i,deals tney set~

1.

Principles .2f :aus,.1p$ss CJ!.ltd!Jot..

.

the foundation of businesa 1ireon~idence, wh1ehspr1ngs

·;··:

-~
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trom integl'ity, fair dealing, efficient service and
mutual benefit ..
•rhe l'Envax•d of business for service rendered is a
fair profit plus a safe reserve, co.m.ruensurate with
riskes involved and ·fore4l1ght exercised.

2.

5. Equitable consideration is due in business alike
to capital J lllallagel3lent • employe$S, a:nd the publitl.

4. Knowledge - thorough and SJ)ecific ... and unceasing
study ot the· tac·ts and. forces affecting a business
enterpri~e are essential to a lasting individual sue-

ossa and to: efficient service to the public ..

5.

Pe:rmaJUUloY and continuity Of service are basic aims

of business, that knowledg$ gained m.ay be tully utilized,
eontid;$nc~ established and et'fic1enc31" increased.
Obligation.s to i. tael:t• and society prompt business
unoeaa1ngl;r to strive toward continuity o:r operation~
6.

battering eond1t1 ons ot employment, and increasing the
effic:Len.ey and·opportunities: ot individual employees_.

7.
be

wa.'fi irten Qr oral 1 are to

Oontrne·o~ aml undertakings.,
p~rfor:med in letter and spirit~

Ohan.ged conditions

do not justify their cancellation without nru.tual agree ...
ment.
.

s,. Rapreaanta:t.ion of goods end

service~ shoul<l be
truthfully mads a.nd scrupulou$lY fulfilled.

Waste in any torm of. capital. labor • $ervioes, mater.,,
ials, ot.natural reaQuroes, is intolerable a:nd constant
etto:J:>t w;ill be macle tovuJ.rd, its elim:l.nation.
9.

10. :Exeessas of every nature,. intla·tion
expansion, over... buying, ovar.w.stimulation
create artificial condi tiona and produce
pressions are eond$mned.
).1.,

<>:t' credit$ over...

of $ales, which.

oris$S and de... ·

·

Unfair eo!:trp.etition, embracing al.l acts cha:rac·!ierized

by bad faith, deception~ fraud, or oppression, including
commercial bril;H9r;9'., is wasteful, d.esp:tcable, and a pub...

lie wrong. Business will rely :tor its sucee:ss
e.xcellence .of its own servi~e ..

on

the

l;;h Controversies wtll, litlu!)re possible, be adjusted 'by
voluntary agreement or impartial arbitl;"ation ..

Corporate forms do not absqlve. :f rom Ql' at ter the.
moral obligattona o:f individuals.- Responsibilities will
13..

1
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be as

courageously and conscientiously d:isc)larged by

those a.ct:ing in representative capacities as when act ...

ing tor themselves.

14. Lawful cooperation among bu~;dneas raen and in usefUl business o~ganizations in support of these principles o:r business eonduot 1a eomm.end.ed.
Bw~iness should render ~estrio1.ttve legislation· un...
necessary through so conducting itself as to deserve
and inspire publie ooni'itlenee.
·

15..

Time will not be taken to trace· in dtrtail the foundations

grew.

Alexander 'l.'& stewart in New York with his inauguration

in 1825 of th.e po11oy of one priee ·to all and the truth about
oom.modi ties J John t1fanamaker in Philadelphia in. 1861 with th$

addition of the idea

ot

goods returnable. if not satisfied, the

payment of' clerks with cash ratha.:r 'than. in store orders on

which tlle tirm might take a (lo.tmniasion. shortened llcur$, courtesy to custom.ers; M,a:rshall Field in
that the customer deserved every

Chicago~

eonsid~ration

with the idea
and money re-

funded if gooda nQt $atisfactol'y; these were the pioneers i.n
business ethies whoat:l¥ 1n1 tial efforts were the beginnj.ngs o:r

A
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INTRODUCTION.
In recent years business bas
having the status of

!El

c~e

to be feoognized as

social institution.

Long regarded

simply as an accumulation of unrela.t.ed ways of earning a
livlihood by the buying and selling of co.nimodi ties and ser•

vices. modern buainess now. appears before us as a wid-e-spread
integrated phenonteno:tt $lllbraeing not only an ideology of its

own b"u.t a way o:r lite, antl having a profound influence on the
welfare of a people.
uation

ot its

As such 1 t has protroked a critical eval...

und~rlying

Philosophy-; it baa <trewn toward it-

self an examination of its methods and their social impliea•
tiona.

Especi~lly

during the years of economic male.djnstme11t

the quest,.on has been l'aiaed a$ to \tlether or not bttsiness as

an institution has an obligation to society; a social funetion
to perfo:tnh

Progressive- tb.ink:tng

f'1rmat1'f'e answer to this question.

p~ople hav~

indicated an af'-

The result has been the

developm.ent of a literature. on. the subject, and tne inaugura-

tion in higher institutions or. learning of
Administration. whose

cu:rri~ula

School~.

of ,Business

are base.d on the itiea ot train-

ing business administrators who, in addition ·to their skills

and. knowledge, will have an appreciation of the sooial respons ...
ibili·ty of business as an institution.

Leaders in this movemEnt

have been 1lal'vard University, Stanford University and the University ot Pennsylvania.
In recognition of this new$l'

attitud~,

there was inaugurat-

ed in the l)epart.m.ent of Business Administration

~r

·the stockton

~a

Junior College in 1937 a oourse of study entitled "fhe social
Function or Business".

To the writer was given the duty and the

privilege o:f developing this cotn."sa,.

The syllabus contained in

the tollowi ng pages ahould by no ne ans be ,thought o:t as :final,
but

rath~r ~s

an experinlental progtam subject to constant re11ision.,
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AIMS AND O&TEC'l'IVES ..

General;

Wo encourage in the student a positive attitude toward

the 4evelopment of better ethical standards in business,
and a willingness to lend his efforts toward further
&lavation ot these standards; ·to

d~velop

a :cealiza-

tion of the social rooponeibil:Lty ot business.
Specific: To atJquaint the student with the importance of business
$S

one ot the institutions of m.oderP, society.

TQ show him 1 ts rela'tionship to other phases of lite.
To $how hi.m how business has developed front the simple

to the .cont:plex, crea.t;tn.g

p:roble~

of oonfl1ct ot in-

terest and the need not·only for regulation and con ...

trol but for restraint.

To exp.la:tn the difference between self-control and
governmental control, end their supplemental relationah;J.p.

To diaeuas the evolution

or

capitalism. its philosophY.

and psychology.
To snow that ethical standards
"

-

.

have

impr.oved
.

ways ap.d tllat business docs cooperate in this

in

many

~mprove.,.

ment.
TQ trace the means by which they have been evolved
and i.m.p:r oV'ed •

'l'o diseuse the agencies and methods now in use for
improving business levels and stande:r:•de.

T'o tabulate and

exam1n~

p)'.'actices generally a.ooepted
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and those generally regarded as unethical.
To present actual cases of business practice taken
from court records, government files and current
newspapers and periodicals.

To indicate the avenues in which improvement is
needed.
To generalize certain principles of ethical

conduct ..

i
\_

bu~iness

l.Ol

ADMINISTRATIVE LIMITATIONS
Administrative limitations:

The proposed course of study is to

be given as a two ...unit course; the class meeting twice pe:r week
for a series of eighteen weeks; or a total of thirty... six meetings.

Deducting four of these hours. for mid-semester examina-

tions and written analyses, and one week for final examinations,

there remain only thirty hours for instruction.

It is

question~

able whether or not this is sufficient time in which to accom...
pliah the a:t.ms and objectives of the course.
Student Limitations:

The students eligible to the course will

be average unseleoted public junior college students, some of

whom will take the course because o:r a genuine interest in the
subject and others simply as an elective in the Business Administration field to fill out a program of sixteen unitso

There

There is a liklihood that the majority of the class will be 14th
year stud.ents as the course is. lis·ted as an elective in that
year in a required two out of four course choice.
is permissible to

l~th

However~

it

year students under their ehoioe of two

units of electives the first semester.

Counselors will be en-

joined not to enroll freshmen in the course as it is felt that
the study can be more fruitful in the sophomore year, especially

after the student has had a grounding in business fundamentals
in the required Accounting and Business Management courses of
the first year, and while he is taking other sophomore courses
in the same field.
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PHILOSOPF!Y UNDERLYING 'l'BE COURSE

1.

There is in man some innate and inherent conception of

right and

wrong~

an apriori sense ot good and bad.

This is

assumed withaut examination.
2.

That there is in most human beings the desire to do what

is right, or what his social group considers rignt, but that
this is often counteracted by the desire for self-aggrandize•
ment and the
5.

~ear

of insecurity.

Environment plays a very"-cifeat part in determining the
:

''t

philosophy and conduct of the individual and the group.

The

literature of psychology substantiates the influence of con...
ditioning factors.
4.

That group sentiment is necessary to enforce individual

desire, and is a powerful force in making the individual con-

5.

That group standards evolve

throu~l

initiation by

individ~

uals and their subsequent acceptBnce by the group •
.. . / ,

>. •

6.

That individuals tend to give greater weight to those things

on which their attention is focused• and that therefore courses
of study and publicity are likely to result in conduct similar
to ideals upon which attention is held.
?o

That 1 t is necessary to make clear by study and enumeration

what good conduct is, as many are in doubt as ·to the proper
course of action in a given situation.
8,.

That there is a decided pragmatic preponderance to the

philosophy of the American people, and tl1a·t when ethical business
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is shown to be the only way of permanent business they will
move in this direction ..
9.

That gradually perfecting

meth~ds

of dissemination of

information, with publicizing of' results of unethical conduct,
will create a public opinion intolerant

of

the unethical.
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PEDAGOGICAL METHODS
The pedagogical pl:ailosophy underlying the teaching of
this course is to a large extent that of Henry

c.

Morrison,

Professor of Jl~ducation in· the University of Chicago, and is

aa followa:l

l.o

The.unit type of organization in so far as it is.

applicable.
2.

A preliminary appraisal of the present experiential

background of the pupils with respect to the unit itself 9 with

subsequent procedure thereafter to be followed determined very
largely by the disclosures of tbJ.s step..

Adaptation to individ....

ual differences and to the cultural l.evel of the class will be

kept in mind<)
3.

Motivation, through the awakening in the student's

mind of normal learning curiosity, by proceeding from his exper ...
iences to wha·t is to follow.
4.

]}$:sential understanding to be es·tablisbed in broad

terms by direct axposi tory teaching, at ·the

outset~

by the

ins true tor •
5.

~~r..~i~Ji.J:!L..,fL..~ap.ge i:q_,.?..t~,ttu.d_.!,

of a new ability.

or the acquisition

Th.e change is an inward affair which can be

achieved in the most thorough-going and e()ono.mioal manner only
by the student himself as he works

oV~lr

in a long study period

an adequate body- of assiinilative material focused upon the unit"
Adaptation is a form of. growth; and growth requires time and

c. Morrison, !!'he ~rapt;i;_ee of yeaohinc-s...!!l...,~)l~..J!econdar.x
Schools:,

l Henry
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'feedinft~

6.

A systematic technique must provide for every unit

of learning a period in wh:tch the student is led to react as
effectively as may be to the content of his l$arning.

It is

this reaction which seems to accomplish the f1.nal establish...

ment of the new attitude.
Aoeordi:llg to Morrison, a unit of learning is '1 any com...
prehensive and significant aspect. of environment, of an organized science, of an art, or of conduct, v1hieh being learned
results in an adaptation in personali tyu ..1

nThe whole process

of education is made up of unit learnings,. each of which must
be mastered or else no adaptation to objeot;i ve eond.i tions of
lite is made* n

The size of the units to be learned need not, in fact
as a matter of necessity are not, uniform.

The nature of the

material to be .mastered will determine the unit size, varying
from subject to subje~t, a.nd also within a subject field~~

Some phasea of a 'sUbject are simple and easily understood;
units here may be short"

In other instances, complex concepts

present themselves and longer units are necessary.

" ......... anal-

ysis of the teaching objectives gives us the unit learnings to

be mastered .. " 2 Some units may thus be mastered in one assign ...
me:nt; others r.t1ay take several asaignm.ents and cQver a period

of several days.
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Briefly, the method may be summarized as;
1 ..

Exploration

2 ..

Presentation

3 ..

Assimilation

4 ..

Organiza t1on

5.

Recitation

(or use)

The course is, in some ways, Of the appreciation type,
in as much as it seeks an inculcation of and the establishment
of an appreciation for the ethical attitude in business ..
''Psychologically~

this type is concerned with the effective

side o.f man's nature.

Now the materials with which th.is type

has to deal and its products are sometimes put to critical
evaluation by process of rationalization."

"The standards of

moral behavior are traced in their evolutionary developments
and attempts are m.ade to separate that which is valuable from

that Which is worthless

c

As soon, however, as it is deemed

desirable to set up a course dealing with this aspect of the

subjects which belong to the appreciation type, that course
goes back under ·the science type""

Professor Morrison, however t

classifies the study of ethics and logic under the science typal
where the "adaptations are in form understandings of principles

or processes in the relation ot cause and effect.

The method

of learning is a process of reflection and ra·tionalization..

:product is an intelligent attitude toward some aspect of the

environment or o:r a. science. n

The
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.Because of the importance to this course of the second step
in the lear~:i.ng cycle as stated by Professor Morrisonl the steps
are here listed:

1 .. '

$

2.

Initial diffuse movements.

timulus. assimilation t and react ion e

3 •. Identification of teaching objectiveso

4.

Direct teaching.

5.

study ..

As previously quoted, the changing of attitudes and the
making of adaptations is a.n inner affair and requires time.
\

For this reason the second step seems quite importan·t.

~fot

only from the standpoint of initial movements as being first
things, but especially trori1 the standpoint of maturation or
seasoning.

It is diffioult to say just when a person's atti'1"

tude on a certain matter, changes.. We

read~

we study and then

soma d(il.y we find the t our view:>oint is 'different'!

of this kind theref?re, the more of the diffuse

In a course

Dlovemen ts

we

have in the form of collateral readings and observation of

pertinent happenings in. the world about. the more liklihood is
there of' a re-shaping

of attitude

in contorljlity with one's as ...

similation and weighing of the facts and thoughts

eXIB :rienced.

:Motivation.
Rather than to begin thif{ course with an historical or
logical approach, 1 t is deemed bast to· use what might be termed.

l ibid.,3., 154.
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the institutional approach; that is, the instructor will

pre~

sent to the class at ita first meeting, typical ethical prob..

lems taken from the worl:d of business, preferably oases concerning which the students may have some t'a.miliari ty • if there

have been suitable cases discussed in the newspapers or periodicals.

Familiarity .w:i th cireumstanoes, and the arousing of

natural curiosity should thus rnake an excellent way to work
into the later study of ethical considerationso

A constant

keeping in touch with reality ·throughout the. course by reference

to actual hap;penings will be a definite _prooedur e.
Lectures.
I

il

a,$_"tJO"'OI>"v,.~

:Oirect teaching will be done througll lectures in

which bietoritHtl. expository and explanatory matters will be
presented, with salient parts emphasized •..
....
P-ro.;.;;..;b;;;;l~ Problems will be used to develop in the s tuden·t a
method of evaluation and to make the subject more realistic by

setting him up as the judge 'or the participant.
Discussion.
...............

~...

·wneneve~

possible,

ment lecture and problem

method~>

cla~s

discussion will supple ...

This serves to crystallize

ind.ividual viewpoint, to develop sentiment, esprit de corps,

and through contribution to assist in
~q;\~.!!iY..£.1 r~.adin&:.,

re~adapte.

tion ..

Approximately two hours of outside reading

will be required for each hour of class meeting.

Multiplicity

of facts and variety of' viewpoints should arout>e the stui ent 7 s

o:ri tical attitude and result in an intelligen·t precipitation

or

outlook ... Class and written reports on readings on specific

cases

will be required.
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~a~~ials.

Reading material in the college library for this

course is at present inadequate.

It should be

supplemented~

Current articles in magazines and newspapers will be utilized.
Text.

No text wi.ll be used, providing sutf'1c1ent boolts may be

obtained for the library to insure independent learning activity ..
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ll~TEGNATION

WITH LIBERAL ARTS CURRICULAo

It is apparent that a consideration of the social function
of business reaches out into other fields of s tudy and inte-

grates with them.,.

As an institution. business can not be stud-

ied without reference to other social institutions, political,
religious, economic and educational..

The roots of business

go deep into these various phases of human activity·, as is seen
for example in the influence of Calvinism on capitalism..

Like-

wise, the study of business leads on inevitably to an examina-

tion of the fields of philosophic thought, especially those of
util.itarianis.m. and pragm.at1sm 1 of opportunism and teleologyo

Aims and methods are based on man's conception of his ple. ee and

purpose.

Business policies and standards are thus directly

re~

lated to !c:>...o.!:£>logi( and Jlh.i;J.qpo.£&•
In presen·t day society business is intimately bound witll
poli tioa and govern.me:n t,.

With licenses, taxes, tariff's, wages

and hours laws, legislation in respect to monopolies and trade

practices; participation of government in business, it can
truthfully be said that there is hardly a 'business transaction
that.does not have a counterpart in government.

l!'undam.ental

theories of the state and its raet;.hods of control and guidaroe,
of paternt:llism., indivHlualism and regimentation, malte a proper

orientation in the realm of R9,.1,i1i,:tcal science necesaary.
Economics has been defined as the $tudy of m.an~s wan·ts and

their satisfaction..
satia:t'ying wa:nt~3.

Business is the practical operation of
In the process conflicts de·velop between the

lll

factors wh.ich are engaged - land, Ja bor, eapi tal and the entrepreneur..

We must go below the sur:f'aoe. of business practices

to deeper lying pri.nciples of theoretical economics, to theories
....---~~~

of valuet of

wealth~

at.lcumula:tion

or· eapitRl,

of the justj.fication of interest, of the
of the ownership of lfHld, of

of labor and of the profits of the entrepreneur.

~the

wages

The concept

of private property 1 the socializatior1 of natural resources,

the sanctity of contract and the freedom of the worker to contract his hire m.ust ultimately he given evaluation..
of business philosophy,

ther~:tore 1

Any a·tudy

must take· in·to a.coO\lnt the

theoretieal economies upon which business is based ..
It :ts one thing to perceive tho 1'how« of' a thing; it is

another to understand the ''Whyn of ito

One .may have a clear,.

cut picture of present-day business practices, yet fail to
understand ·the reasons for many of thern.

Not onlj!' mus·t we

seelt thf.1ir explanations in fields previously mentioned, but

we must go behind the present into the pf":ls.t to locate their

beginni.ngs and tt'ace their developments.

Only by viewing the

bistorieal approach can we reconcile many of the incongruities
which now !na:nifest themselves..

!~J..,s~,

then, affords another

foundation upon which to bflse a. study of' the social function
of busine as ..

Of particular significance ls the field of psychology,
both individual and sooial..

!?erhaps the most diffioul t of

all considerations in connection with the re:iising of business
standards is the matter of sanctions; that is, ·the fu:ndamen·taJ.
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bases of. action which influence ro:en 's conduct.

It is here that

the study of inst:incts t of d:ri ves and motivating influences, of

springs of action} and the conditioning of behavior enlist the
aid of ;esyohologz. to assist in understatt<Hng human conduct in
business and in raising its standards..

In ·the phase of business

known as marketing, in which selling and adver·tising play such
a dominan·t :par·&, psychology is likewise all important ..
The social study of business integrates with all the social

sciences.

! t also ties in \71th other studies, although perhaps

no·t quite so obviously..

A:rt is playing an increasingly import-

ant pert in business, in advertising, in paekaging merchandise,
and as a P.let!ium t.hl'ough whj.ch the subtle influence of advertis ...
ing is made active..

·rha natural sciences, for example, do not

seem. so readily connected with business; yet some of the ethical

problems in i-ndus try have as the tocus of the:ir inquiry a matter
of physieal ~ chemical or biological science.,

'J.'he famous case

of the Royal Baking Powder Coi!lpany, c1 ted by ·thE; Fadai•al. rrrade
0<:Jlnm1ssivn for unethical pi'actieea, hinged on the use of el ura
instead of Ol"eam of tartar, a11d a large par·t of the testimony
in that case conceJ;nad the rela'iive properties of these two

ehem.ical.s and their biological effects.
Wnen 1 t is remembered t:ha t ·the pxo CEH'WGS of production and

r.narket:tng involve pr&c.tica.lly all phas.es of human aeti vi ty and

utilize all f:tVt"lilable knowledge in attempting to CI'EH~te and to
sa.tiafy: wan tf.~ • it is realized tl'm.t a J3(;)(}:i.al appraisal of· business

intar... relatea and coordinates with and needs the assistance of

other branches of organized knowledge.
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TESTS
The expected ou teom.es of this course of study are a certain

amount of factual knowledge, underatand:i.ng s.nd appreciation of
relationships, and the development or a·tti tudes ..
Measurement of results in the first name<l areas can be accomplished With reasonable accuracy..

Objective tests of the

true-false type are admirable for this purpose for 'the reason
that they permit of extensive sampling over a wide spread 9 in""
suring anadequate coverage of the material involved.
im;portan t,

here~

It is

as always, tha 6 extreme care be taken to :f.'Ol·..

low the rules of construction ot t!tis kind of test,.

Completion,

.multiple oho:tce and matching tests may be used also 2 as well as

the essay ·type test..

'l1he exact type of test to be used will

vary with the particular segment of ground being covered t the
essay teat; being favored whex:e unn1det1 recall is desi

l~ed.

The essay ty-pe se~'>ms to be preferred also where it ls de=

sired to evaluate the s·tudent" a ability to organize and to cor-

relate his info:rm.at ion~

Understandings and mis-understandings

are thus r1.1ore likely to become a,opal.. ent~

Discussion questions

calling for rer:u.:oning, subs·tantie.tion and justification will
furnj.sh a patt~rn from ·which oa.n be judged ·the extent of appre..,

ciation of relationships and significant realizations ..
r.Phe

IUOS"t

:i.nlpo:rtant cutco.me

Of

the

COln'SC,

the deVE!lopm.~nt

of a:tti tudes, is the one ·that is moE;~t d.ifficul t tel measure because of' 1 ts tn·tangi bili ty"

Mot .only this, but the mtiltiplici ty

of t•acto:rs which determine attitudes cause these to fluctuate.
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The tendency to verbalize t to generalize and tn classify experiences and .make .judgments on insuff'ic ient evidence oompli cate
the problem..

Added to these the strong inf'l uence of' emotion

makes attitudes a.nd their appraisal an in trieate a.ff'a ir.

'llhe

difficulty attendant upon testing attitudes is well stunmarized

in the Heport of the Commission on the social .studies of the
.Anleriean Historical Association as follows:l
tl'ha pitfalls or a direct effort to test
·the attitudes of s·lmdents on questions which
they regard as im.portan·t and about issues of a
controversial nature are so many as to defy any
form. of test.. ;1\he new-type tes·t is moat direct
and perhaps, therefore, lea~rt efftoient in gaining results. 'the essay type affords the student
an O:P'lfOI'tuni ty to reveal his ~1 t·titu<la on lllany
questions.. 1'he .methods used. by the historian
in oheok:ing ac·t agair1st verbal state.men:t may
still be the surest method of determining real
attitudes., :Next to that, the ess&y type, as
interpreted by the teacher, would promise to
yield most satisfac"'Gory evidence.

In the sl.llllmary and conclusion of.' the same report; written

by A.. c. Krey, Professor of H.istory at the Universtty of Minna ...
sota, tl:le same poa:ttion is again stated: 2
In the teats or a.tti tudes and 'hrai ts of
personality, an et'fo;t't was made to penetrate
somewhat to those ethical and aesthetic elements which oondi tion nea:rly all social practice~
Tests of attitude, long a preoccupation
of psychologists, have be{l)n employed with some
degte~ of success by social :psychologists..
The
character of the attitude tests em.pl(.)yed~ however 1 and the l1mi ted. extent of their application
by th1s Investigation. do not justify any· definite
conclUsion as to their possible modification for
use in the schools.. The Jord.on study or honesty
and eheati.ng :in school situations confirms the
impression ot' most social scientists that these
qualities a:r.e not definite traits of personality,
but :rather :reac.·tio.ns to immediate si tua·tions ~>
l

Tru:rnan L. Kelley

& A.. c .. Krey, Tes;t!.
Social Sciences, :Pa1•t IV, 101 ..
ibid .. lt 485.

-

~g_lYie~p~nents

Jn

.Yl.!~.
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':Che Commission seems not to have been unanimous in its
conclusions t however, and a Divergent Opinion as to the b'unc.., ·

-

tion of Tests and Testing '-s stated by Tw L.
pendix to the Repo:r.t.l

K~iley

as an taP'"'

His statement indicates ·the existence

of a schism in the Commission and undertakes tc refute the
claims of those holding the v-iewpoint just sta·ted..

The follow-

ing excerpt is pertinent to the measurement of att1tudes:2
The opponents assert that the forthcoming
social o~der will be diffHrent from the present
in important things of the spil'it and that

these eannot be measured by objective tests,
A..'fly relietnoe upon them. is at best a oonoern

with the trivialH;ies of' the new age.
Granting a probable ditfe:renoe in social
outooma as great even as a reversal of a.tti ...
tmle toward private property, nE.rV'er·thelcss, we
do not grant a probable basic dJ.fferenoe in
the :tnstincta, satisfactions, 1nte1ligenoes,
skills" and types of social contact which will
be ordinaJ:•ily manifest in the n$W order.. Further, we do not grant the impossibili. ty of'
measuring by seLrli-obj eoti ve UEans the :new traits
or accomplishments which will be deemed socially
de$ ira ble.. We do g:rarrt no presGn t instruments
for measuring these new things and very inanequa te -instruments fo:r measu:d. ng rnost of the
traits and accomplishments essential to happy
liv:l.ng tage·ther in our presen·t soc:tal order.
While upholding the auitabili ty of obje¢tj.vc tests for

the measurement of at·titudes ancl expressing confidence that
ll'eliabla and valid tests ean be <leveloped ·to. meet the need,

his opinion is .in agreemen·t with the 111ain conoJ.usion of the
Oomm.ission that at present there are no·t satisfactory or ad.-

equate instruments :t'or accomplishing this

result~

'

0
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There is appended to the Commission's Report e.n extensive
bibliography of studies on the testing of attitudes.

The

writer has had occasion to refer to some of ·these s·tudies ~ and
is a ttrac·ted by the methods of Watson in testing fair-mindedness and ethical judrJ.!lent o 1

}~specially are Watson's conclusions

indicative of the hope expressed by Professor Kelley

'V~lhen

he

summ.arizes: 2
Perhaps~

therefore, it may be concluded

that unless conflicting evidence should be
obtained, these tests may be regarded as

usable measures of prejudice as contrasted
with fair-minded.ness ~ upon certain religious
and economic

issues~v

An a.:ttempt is being made to construe t objective tests

for this course along the lines of those described in the
studies to which reference has heen made..

Their oo nstruction

and checking necessarily invol vea a. length of ·time which makes
it impossible to report concerning them in this paper.

Pend~

ing the creation of adequate tes.·ts of this type 1 it is felt

that chief reliance in evaluating the development of attitudes
in this course should be placed on the written essay and dis-

cussion type of. examination

Hrtd

on the careful noting of stu-

dent's reactions in oral class discussions.

The primary ob-

Ject:tons, f>f course" to these two methods is that ·the standard
ia a subjective one, namely, thH·t of the instructor..

While

the objection is a valid one, the subjectivity can be reduced
by care on the part

or

the instructor in his evaluations, and

1 G.. Ih Watson, 'rhe Measurement of Fairmindedness ..
2 ~..,,. 3.
---~$ 0.
~·*·-A3 ibid.:; 35 ..

-
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by the exercise of discrimination in the choice of questions.

Against the objection is balanced the advantage that in writ=
ing on a topic the student's mind has free play to express it-

self, and it is probably only through this sense of freedom
that real attitudes are likely to be ex:pressedo

Students are

less likely to be suspicious of the fact that they are being
analyzed, or that they are likely to incrirainate themselves.
Even in well ... constructed. objective ·tests s where corroborative
statements are scattered and supposedly hidden throughout the
subject mat·ter, students are likely to detect the check-up
statements and to feel that they are being trapped or tripped
up.

Studen·ts are prone to avoid revealing a real attitude

which they feel might be disapproved.
Anothel' obstacle encountered in the ·testing of attitudes
is the operation of a defense mechanism.

Those secretly

guilty of socially disapproved conduct or feelings are quite
careful to. achieve a reputation of the opposite nature in
to win approval and avoid disapprobation.

ord~

Again some students

are anxious to please, and are likely to give the responses
which they feel will net them the highest esteem with the instructor or with the class group..

These dif.t'ioulties. were en-

countered by Thurstone in his tests on attitudes concerning
social problems, and. although he was working with students
younger then the college age, it is also true that the same observations apply to the older studants., 1
l Truman L. Kelley &. A., C.. Krey $ !.~.st~...!,nd Mees~w.ts in_.~El
social Sciences, 85.
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Other appraisals of the situation indicate similar obstacles..

In writing concerning the undesirability of develop-

ing any standard attitude among students with respect to such
things as the public ownership of public utili ties, Hawkes,
Lindquist and Mann argue:l
It should be pointed out that even if it
were possible to describe in terms of a position
along an arbitrary scale a pupil's attitude toward,
for instance, private ownership of public utilities,
and even if it were possible to designate one end
o:t the seale as tha·t on which t.he pupil's answer
should be located, it still would. not follow that
his attitude in any real sense had, been 'lilleasured"•
As soon as the pupil senses that responses are
being evaluated· in terms of correct an<i incorrect
his chief oo:ncern is to make the ncorrectn res·ponsee
Whether or not he really has accepted the opinion
he has expressed it is impossible to tell ..
Profes~or

Burton of the University of

presents still another phase of the problem..

In speaking of

the teaching of' ideals, atti·tudes and standards of taste, he
says:2 "Do not attempt to measure or test in the traditional
manner. vt

In referring to the measure in w:hi<>h a mother's love

i'or h$:r. baby would be measured; namelY by the way in which the

mother took care of it as to cleanlin-ess))c

feeding~

etc.; he goes

on to say:
Here we have the clue to determining 'the
nature and strength of emotional standards. We
can not .measure precisely-•. We must watch and note
any action in accord with the desired ide~ or
standard. ·:ehe term "trait-aotionn has been evolved
to mean those Objective observable acts WhiCh are
ptesumptive of syraptoma tic evidence of the posses ...
sion of an. ideal, belief or standard.
An. actual estim.a tion of a 1e arnert s progress
l H .. ];,. Hawkes, E. F. Lindqui~t & C~ 1!'. Mann, !l;!~ ...Cpnsji,!!:?~.!!!._o,U
and Use Qf Aebievmen t e:xa,m.1na ti ons ,
·
2
if. al.irton~' '!;ie"Natura" and Direc"t'ton of L~~].'ni~fi, ~02 ..

w:
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in this type of learning will thus be a lengthy
process.. As a matte:r of fact it is a continuous
process.. It will involve patience and watchful
waiting.. We may look for incidents which embody
illustrations of the desired reaction, or we can
use codes or lists of desired reactions as a
check list.. The latter both supply the standard
and aid in seeing and recognizing the evidence ..
We know from the uniformity of the experiences of many
individuals that ltnowledge acquired and the understsnding of
relationships between facts and between causes an,d effects do
have an important bearing on the formation and retention of
attitudes.

It seems further apparent that there is a good

deal of inexplicability concerning the holding of attitudes,
especially concerning their rooting in emotion and prejudice
and their illogical rearing often upon isolated experiences

and inadequate evidence.

Further analysis of this all-import-

. ant phase of education is a major problem of the entire social
studies group.
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WIT ONE
L:OO'l"URE ONE

t.rhe Famous. Sulfanilamide Case of' 1937.

(Purpose of this lecture is to introduce the subjeet by
raference to a circumstance concerning which students
had probably read. To motivate by arousing curiosity;
to a:t"ouse e.•motiona.lly bf the dramatiG sequence ot events
in this important case.)
1.

Announce.ment At .American lvied.ical Association oonventionof
:new solut.ion w1 th varied curative properties.

Caution regarding its use until experj.mentally tested.
2:.

.Announcem.t:tnt 1l1 newspaper of fi:.ret death from the rtelixir".

3.

Reading ot subsequent announcement of other deaths from
newspaper olippingr<J..

(To build up the sense of time passage

and the importance of the aase.)
4.

Condemna;tion by Medic·al Journal, Ame:t•ioan Medical Association.

5 .•

Manufacturer's ref'usa.l to accept any

responsibility~

as he

had broken no law ..

77 deaths.
Was the manufae·turer at fault?

lio law brok(im.

Should the :h"'ood & Drug Laws be more strlc t?

If so, how strict?

How far should. Government Regulation of private enterprise
be extended?

7,.

Cla$s discussion,

How to bring about greater social respons-

1 bili ty on the part o:t business.

a.

Assignment,
i~no.e

Prepare a lis·t of prHctioes from. personal exr,a:'-

which. were regarded as unfair or unethical"

h
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UNIT T\VO
LECTURE ~0
The L~.1$csez ... :£:~ira

1.-

;e_hil?§!l2Rhz.

This lecture will describe the- laissez-faira philosophy,
indicate i.t.s early foundations in the writings of'

Adam Smith and others.
2.

Illustrate +ts pursuance in ·the life of Colonial Amer-

ican and later pioneer days ..

3.

Trace the gradual need for control of so.tne kind,
resulting in goverrunen:t.al regulation, of various types.

4.

Delineate the foundations of indi vidue.liem inherent

in the laissez ... faire policy and th,e American philoso ...
phy of independence.

5..

Show the conflict between rugged-individualism and

regulation ..
6.

l~thice.l

problems arising out of co.mpe ti tion under

individualism., and the struggle between the individual
.and the group.,
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UNI'r THREE

LEOTURE .THREE
'
This lecture will deal with too soeial Control of Business
as dis·tinguished from. the social Function-of Business, the
thesis of the course} to be expounded in the next lecture ..

lo

Definition

or

Business ..

Commercial, industris:J., mercantile, etc .. »
"Big" 'business,
Organized business.
Types of business ,

Extractive, lllallUfacturing, marketing; etG ..
Size and kinds of business organiza-tions,
Single enterpxifH;s$

Partnerships.
Corporations,
11.bsen.tee ownership, divorced from .manage...

ment.

ll•

;g,eflP-~t1on

of con~_!:Ol a.~... eJ,:*~!'X',IJ;!!,.~$

Formal eon t rol,

~;,

111WII

a:i

~

ll

lG

Laws~

.._.

Boards, Oomm1s a ions, Courts,
Entoreem.c:nt of contl'acts,
Punishment of crime., protection of property.

Informal .maans of con-trol.

~,.--,l!Jio,li# .. ~~rt"OIU . . iioi•t!o!olilt

Groups and m,inori ties,

Church,

Pxoe$s,

Chamber$ of Oontmeroe,

Un~ons)

Fraternal Organizations,

Se:r.v1<.H£~ Clubs~·

Nature of Qontrol..

~*~~

Not always unan.:J.m.ous; partial con-
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UNIT THREE (continued)
LECTURE . FOUR

Th.ie lecture bringr:J out the meaning of the social function of
business, as a form of internal control, as ttistingulsne<l from
the social control of business 11. external control, expounded in
the previous l$cture..
·
I.

Pr.~:rl fl!!1~.~-~~f.....'t!¥.!~!less, is.J3CQ}tOll1~2.~

Business arose to supply needs that'naturally existedo
Production always behind demand - eeonomy of
scarcity
Few regulations - caveat emptor
P:trbdue tton catches up with and surpasses demand ..

Changed posi tio.n o:t business from. that of a fol-

lower

~to

that of a leader,

Seeking outlets for 1ts goods» with
Ad'Vertising,

Salesmanship, ate.
Business t:ries to Cl"eate demands and desires and
this :r:aises the broad question ot

II. The social Function of
•

O;,ll'*~f

l

111'

"I

Business.,
ifiC

'PM;

tb.

~

Business as a social institution,.
r~ew

obligationa replacing old duties,

What goods is

it legitimate to produce?

Influence on personal and national habits,
Women smoking:t etc

I>

J

What m.ethods is it legitimate ·to eruploy?

In selling,
Toward labor,

Between com:pErti tors, eta ..
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III<\

Int!!_<l$ilpande~g"!

J?'J; ;fl,U$~!}!,!~..a.n4 Soci.§ltl•

Society has furnished

Peace and protection
Legal recourse to aid business, ate o,

Business has provided
Goods,

Transpor ta 'ti on, etc .. ,
What businetJs expects,

What tl:lociaty expects ..
The social fun\ltion of business as tan internal and

voluntary mE!lans. of fulfilling its obligation to society ..
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UNIT FOUR
LEOW.RE FIVE

This unit on Capitalism. is inae~tad in the eou:rse in order to
f!IJ deeper into tha explanation .of the workings of present day
business.. In t)le t'u:nde.mental :r.oots of ca.p1 talism are the
oauses and explanations of so.r.ne of the unethia,al practices now

current.

nature
I"

This study should give a truer apprediation of the

or our problem ..

2,~i~,alis~.:'*

the b&.s.i~..
Definition

or o.!.t•.

~C,?P,..?lni~.. ~fs~.~l!,~

Rel.igious background, Calvinism, etc$,
Phil'Osophy of ca.pi·ta.lism,

Equality of o.om,pet1 tion

aewfird for effort,
The Profit Motive,
The Hight of Acquisition,
Acquisitiveness .in an economy of scarcity,

Virtues ot thrift, economy. e"t:;c.
Th~

II~

1nstittttioi1

or

Private

~

Prop~rtr ..

~h~ .:Y.~~!~St~.. Qf. P.a;ei;f1,~l,ieif!..

A :n.stural system Gf

te\':r~d

tor effort)

E11courages indus tr~ and progress ,
Encourages thriftiness f·or see uri ty,
'.fhe i.ndi vidual is an enti·ty, a free being,
P~SycholQg1ea'l ~oundneaa

of

the f.4ystem ..

Results of capitalism,
.High standards ot living,

Development of tesoureest
Retention of' indi vidual:tty,.
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.UNIW FQI$ ( continl!led)
LEO~ SIX

The G$Sential acceptability of oapi tcalism as a $yste:m has now
been emphtiaiteQ.. There follows a oonaide:ra t1on ot the ElVils ot:
the system. wh:teh tbis course seeks to Pl'$S&nt. as abuses :rather
than inherent unsoununea~es 0f' the system. The point of view
is the t these oa.n b6 remedied through an assum:ptiori by business
of' a realization of ita social function ..

I..

;Llfdig_,'ttmeint:$
.A.

~f

q~pi talistie

t!le

'Un$qual d1stributiOrl
·u
.rH ·· lllllfk.¢•~,..o~:~

Poverty ··

.

,

w

ot

Szstem. ..

wealth,

,...,•~-

l' iches

Statiatics :regarding dis tri but ion,

Taxation as a rEm\edy - rediatr:tbutioxi.

Ineom.e tax - gr.adua ted -

Enplts law - justification
Excess protits tax, ete .. ,

:e..

!~lll,Pi,ttlti~!!Rf...la\ld~ ...

Ob.ild la bOl:,

woman la'bo:r 9
iages, b.ours »
\'orking conditions,

Contp$nsat1on ..
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V'NIT FOUR (Continued)
LlftOWRE. SEVEl\1'

!_n4.f.2t!l!~qtpo;

c.

P!

1~!1i.~

~~!..,..Q~:B.f t~is1f;lo ~zs,tep!~, con,t!p.ued ..

.Rt; l,T&1i}!:ral.....!~esou:r,c~.~:

Selt•aggrand1zement
Lack of pletnned use and utilizi:rtion,
011, coalg lumbar, fiSh., water, etc,.,
E:x:ar!'!ples of
D. Human,

cases~

statistics of depie·tion.

WJV~te.

Unemployment,
Reaul ts of in auffe:t-ing, etc.,
.Accidetl ts in indus.try ... t;vpes

Diseases of indus try
E. Attitudes

tow~rd

...

typ~s

labor ...

A eonuttodi ty - the econon:d.e man,.
A part of the social wli.ole.

Exploitation. of labot.
F. !~!Jtonsi1J!!.i ties ~t 1!J.(lll!.~rz -~~E~'i_~,

continued employment.
Accident and d1sease ¢ompensation)
Oonserva.tio11 of

Retirements ..

htUUI.Hl

vnlues 9
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UNIT FOUR (Continued}
LECTURE EIGlfl'

];ndio tm~nts .2!. _t!!;e
G4

C~_pitalistic .. ~ls t~m,_ _continue{l:;,

Encouragement of unsocial customs.
Conspicuous consumption - Veblen

Discontent
Crime

H.

Dangers to Health
Encourages use of tobacco

Men
Women, advert;Lsing campaigns
Children

Encourages use of alcohol
Youth
Encourages use of
I.

drugs~

sedatives, stimulants

Exploitation of the plllblio
Uigh prices - what the traffic will stand
Excessive profits
Limitation of outputs
Inferior oo.mmodi·ties

J~

Dangers to morals
Magnification of. sex
Sex magazines • movies

jj

stage plays, fiction

Burlesque and strip ... tease shows
Se:x crimes
Sensationalism in newspapers
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UNIT FOUR (Continued)
LECTURE

Critic isms of __!he

NINE

Ca_pjJ~.~l_t.stJ.9~

sy_stem, & rebuttals:

exploitation of the worker,

l\arl Marx

- the labor theory of value
Henry George

... land-owners and unearned increment the
cause of unequal distribution of weal·th

and cause of poverty
Henry Demarest Lloyd
"" Monopoly is to

blame~

taking of profit and

restriction of outputs
Foster and Catchings
~

under-consumption

Competitive production and over-production
Imbalanos between production and consumption
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UNIT FIVE
LECTURE TEN
[~mgeti tion ~a

I

.a. R!lE.t

p-r~.,Jih.E:. gapi tali!,t~o

Plstem:

Philosophy of competition and reward tor effort.
Is the system socially desirable?
Is the system itself' a good one, but simply being
abused?

Is the system inherently bad?

Incentives.
II Good effects
-

f

,OWl

Promotes efficient production
Promotes inventive genius and new production

Promotes lower prices
lVIore and better commodities
Effect on standards of living
Comparison with othe:r countries
III Bad ej'fef\t,E,

Duplication and waste

towers quality
Drives down wages
IV

Comr~ar_t~_?n

of

- od and bad effects

Clark•s test - Social Control of Business, page 155:
nnoes business and competition organize and carry

on production for- society's best interest - efficient
service at lowest social expense and sacrifices"
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UNIT

~lVE

(Continued)

LECTURE ELEVEN

!!!!!~e~ ~f th.~ _9ompel~ t,i VEl....~ tl].od.

I.

tt¥lfair,

,Q.,q~peti ti,OJ.l

cut-throat competition
De:tinition

Selling below cost
Spying on co.mpetitorts business
Hiring men to spread dissention and foment

strikes
Hiring men to make false statements

Selling competitor's goods at a lower price to
disparage
Intimidating competitor

Intimidating customers or agents
Inducing the 'Qreaking of contracts
Malicious and ill-founded law suits to disparage
reputation
c~~ercial

bribery

Price discrimioo. tions
False disparagement of competitor's products

Relations to
Competitors
customers
Public
Trade

.133

UNIT FIVE (Coni;inued)
LECTURE

~'ELVE

I I ~~!.<?J't.~.. ~iSh,.2!!~~tt

Misrepresentation
As to quality
price

character of product
ingredients of product
properties of product, medicinal, etc.
nature and place of origin of product or
ingredients
beneficial quality of preparations
As to courses of study, encyclopedia services, etc.
As to procurement of positions
As to rates of interest on contracts

As to being the manufacturer of products
Other misrepresentations
Actual cases from Federal Trade Commission Reports
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UNIT FIVE (Oontinued)

LECTURE THIRTEEN

III Advert is!~
Historical beginnings

Importance of advertising as a public influence
Types of abuses:

Intentional misrepresentations
rtKn,ocking" copy
Scientific claims
Testimonials
Trade puffing
Cases of each

Truth in advertising movement
Advertising Clubs of America
Printers• Ink Model Statute

Edward Bok
Ourtis Publishing Company
The public•s attitude toward advertising
The psychology of advertising

I
--------------------------------

UNIT li' IVE (Continued)
LECTURE FOURTEEN
Oth~!:'

lV

a b~~!~ .2.!.-1!!l.!

'?.2JAJ?et,i;t1.Y~. ~..thod:

I!J.1 t~.t ion
Met;hods

Purposes

V

Misbranding
,...,. ;:

lao•~r'll•:oc:a

Consists in what

Using same trade name when not entitled
Using a variation of a trade name with intention

of having it appear to be the trade name imitated
Imitation of package or container
Size. shape, color, markings

Use of deset•iptive terms which ind1.cate that the
product has properties which it does not in fac·t
have

Deception as to formulae used - Army, Navy.

VI Adulteration

~

Kinds of
Purposes
Examples and illustrations of above abuses
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UNIT FIV£~ (Continued)
LECTURE FIFT.EE.N

VII

FaJ_se~.Y!~ie;Ats

and

Me~~

Historical evidence of al>uses
Me'thods by which fa lee weights and measures given
False bottoms

Wrong sizes
Not filling, etc.
Containers
Baskets

Boxes
Bottles

Cartons.
Packages

Mixers
Scales
Govermnental agencies for regulating
VIII !!!9~~~!.f .E,~~·

Cancellation of orders without due cause

Excuses given
False claims
Breakage

Q.uali ty contested, et.j..
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UNIT SIX
LECTURE SDC'l'EEM

This lecture will deal with a consideration of Price, point...
ing out its relationship to Value, its importance as a standard
of living and of trade, its influence in modern living where
everything is based on an exchange, and abuses of the price
system.
~! ;_

fair an,d" unfa.mi!'.•

Evolution of price; historical background
Money as a means of expression of price
Value concepts
Price as the market expression of value
Importance of price to the individual in his
standard of living in a world of exchange
Consiclerations involved in determination of fair price

Relativity of the problem
Unf'a ir .Ell.!~.t.i(Ces

Price cuUi.ng

Motives and methods
Outcomes
Price wars and results
Price fixing

Bases of
Relation of to competition and monopoly
Need for adequate cost data
Better accounting as a solution to fair price
Price legislation
Bobinson-Patn~n

Act - National

California Fair Trade Act - State
Other legislation - local

Labor unions and price fixing
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UNIT SEVEN
LECTURE
SEV'D!TEEN

'l'his lecture will point out the importance of' the "profitsystem." in the capitalistic scheme, discuss their nature,
consider attempts to fix profits, and present abuses arising
out of the profit system..

Profits
Nature and meaning of profits

Definitions
Profiteering

~:,.ai_.t_;ero;t'i1!_-

Difficulty of determining the risk
Relativity of fairness of profits
of ,tair ,.Erofi,t

Esta~lJ..shment

Helated to the busin.ess cycle

Relation to secular trends
Helation ·to seasonal and other variations

__

Relation to fluctuating valuations and investments

Bases of evaluation

,.;;;;..;;:.;.;;.;;;·~

Business averages
Indices

Governmental investigations
Relation to interest and wages and rent
~~1s.~.to

.r.tx: ..r.fL~r .Qrofi;t.

Government and the railroads
Public utilities
National Industrial Recovery .A.ot

.a

I~~rtal}.9~~L .9.f. co~.~ .. c,countJ:_n~_a ~aa~,s t~~ .12.:f~.fi,t.

Federal tax returns,
Publicity
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UNIT EIGHT

LECTURE ElGaTEEN
A~~l'l;~~e!._.for

'f!h!.. ~..o.ntro~_.?f profit

~buss~

Private
....,....;;;,..;.;.;;_

Better Business Bureaus
History

Purpose
Methods
Results
Chamber of uommerce. National and local
Hhrtory

Purpose
Methods
Results

Consumers' Research Bureaus
Consumers • Research, Inc o, New York
Methods

Results
Consumers' Union 1 San Francisco
Method

Results
Publishers
NewspHpEu:s

Independent investigators

service Cluhs

-

'

---------------------------------------------------------------------

).40

UNIT ]_~IGHT {Continued)
LECTURE ~INETEEN
Agencies !.<?£...thtt. e,qn;~rol (,?:L J2rofi,t;,J!.bJlses
Public

Federal Trade Commission

Establishment by Congress
Outgrowth of private business' request
Organization of
History of policies followed

Initial policy
Later policy
Purposes

Methods
Stipulations
Cease and desist orders
·Trade Practice Conferences

Trade J?raetioe Submittals
Industries submitted

.Results
RepresEmtative oases

Interstate Com.meroe Commission
-

;:~~r."'"'

l4i

_

___....

Mr:r

r

Establishment by Congress
Purposes ... Railroads

Organization - cases
California Railroad Commission
History

Utilities control - price and profits, tranchises

i

i

-------------

J.4J.

UNIT EIGHT (Conti-nued)
LECTURE TWENTY

Af£Emcie.s fo"r the control of profit abuses

National

(continued)

~ndustriat~Reoovery Admin~~tratiqn

Depression circumstances
Over-production

Low prices
Lack of coord·ination
National Industrial Recovery Acti- Congress
Code A'uth.()ri ties
Separate industriai codes
Difficulties in promulgation
Results of the code'
Unconstitutionality of the act ... Supreme Oourt
Oases
Eoo!lom.io~ 9,..f

the e.ttenmJLJa.t

:recoy~:r.l. bl,J.ee;.!!.la~!!>~

The role of prices
The law of sup ply and demand
Effect of governmental restrict:tons on business
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UNIT NINE
LECTURE TWEN'.t'r•ONE
Vol~~a:J;:r

eft4?r.ta of

bus111!S~-to

set U.R its t;nm standards.

First codes of practice ... voluntar;v
Significance of
Methods used

Businesses to adopt codes
Representative oodes

lt'ieal$ and practices covered
Codes and trade

practice su l:.lm.1 ttal~ .

supplementary
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This lectu:tle will seek to present the problem of why people do
what th&y do; the d:ttives ~ the springs of action that cause conduet and that condition it; inner oQlitrols and censors of be-

havior.
The
Problem
of
sanctions.
.
.,.., ·
•• .,=" Ethieal
. .
,·~

-t

:z _ "'=!*o

,

1

u '

Definition
Primitive sanctions MOl'GS

Religious
Eoono.!l11c

Modern sanctions Religious, redemption
Social approbation and disapprobation

Selfish acquisitiveness
Expediency - pragmatio philosophy in America
Group loyal ties
Morality as such
Tlle problem ... to find a workable sanction or sa.nctions

of wi.de effeoti veness for ethical controls
Education
Publicity

Propaganda
Patriotism

Group spirit
Punishment
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UNIT ELEVEN
LECTURE TW:mNTY~'l'lmEE
Sif>llif'iean~ th~

e!!J.ioal;

nl<?..Y~~e.~t

in business

Relation of business standards and practices to
gen~ral

social ancl ethical standards

Comparison of business ethics level with levels in
other walks of life
Social
Spo:rte

Professions
'rhesis that ethical business is good business

Filene
Illustrations

The nature of business

~

Repeat orders and custom
Confidence
Square dealing

Importance of proper attitude toward elevation of
standards
Responsibility of .college graduates in business
Necessity for leadership
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